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l'ttis paper is based upon the ~1.S. Thesis ",\ Kinematic ~1odel of Upl and Watersheds" by Edward W. Rovey. The 
work wa s supnorted by the Agricultural Resear ch Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the Colorado 
Lxpcrinwnt Station under i>rojcct lllllllbcl' I.Sll.l "[nvestigation of Sma ll l'iatershed Floods. " 
~lr. G. L. Oucret, Jr. furnished the U. S. Geological Survey ' s data for the Denver urban area . Data for 
the IIi llcrest Drain watershed was made avai lab! e by the Public ll'orks Department of the Cl ty of !'iorthgl cnn. 
David C. Clutter did much of the programming for the KINGE~ 75 model presented in the Appendix. The help 
and advice of Professor E. F. Schulz and Or. Freeman Smith is also sincerely appreciated. 
ABSTRACT 
A parametric infiltration model is incorporated with a surface routing model, based upon a kinematic 
cascade of planes and channels to constitute a watershed model . Relationships are developed to compute flows 
by the kinematic approximation in channels of circular cross-section for routing through storm drains. The 
infiltration model is tested on ~orne infiltrometer experiments; model paramet ers are estimated from measured 
data and by comparison to characteristics of soi l s used in a previous study. Two t ypes of flow resistance 
relationships .uc considered: the Che:y formul a anti a friction relation~hip that is init ially l aminar and then 
becomes turbulent (Chezy) above a transit ion Reyno Ids number . The ~~a tershed model is used to compute discharge 
from: a) a 0. 6 acre impervious experimental r ainfall-runoff facility, b) a 27 acre experimental agricultural 
watershed, and c) a 165 acre urban watershed. 
A computer program of a ~era! kinematic watershed model is described and documented. This program, 
called Kl~GEN 75 may be used to predict hydrographs of individual storms for small rutal and urban watersheds, 
based on basin topography and field measurements of infiltration parameters. 
FOREWORD 
The basic KIXGEK program for computing the runoff hydrograph from a complex configuration of impervious 
planes and channels was written by D. A. noolhiser in 1969. The philosophy adopted at that time was to test 
the model on successively more complicated systems, begtnning with the CSU Experimental Rainfall-Runoff Faci lity 
and progressing to more complicated rural and urban watersheds. As his M.S. Thesis topic E. W. Rovey added an 
infiltration subroutine (developed by R. E. Smith) to the model, added a routine to handle unsteady f l ow in 
~lrcular conduit s and performed extensive tests using apriori information. 
Because the KINGEN program used by E. W. Rovcy had evolved over a period of 5 years, it had become quite 
unwieldy. Consequently, "'e decided to completely reprogram the model, making extensive use of subroutines, 
and simplifying the input as much as possible. The KIKGEN 75 model, presented in the Appendix, is the result 
of this effort. 
.July 1977 
Fort Collins, Colorado 
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David A. Woolhiser 
Research Hydraul ic Engineer 
USDA-ARS 
The programs l isted herein are furnished with the express understanding that the United States Department 
of Agriculture or Colorado State University give no warranties, expressed or impl ied, concerni ng the accuracy, 
completeness, reliabi lity, usability, or suitability for any particular purpose of the information and data 
contained in these programs or furnished in connection therewith, and the USDA or Colorado State University 
shall be under no liability whatsoever to any person by reason of any use made thereof. 
The programs herein belong t o the USDA. Therefore, the recipient further agrees not to assert any propri-
etary rights therein or to represent these programs to anyone as other than USDA programs. 
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· Cross- sectional area (L 2 ) 
Coefficient of R. Smith's para-
metric, decay-type infiltration 
function (tc') 
Regression exponent 
Geometric parameter of a 
trape~oidal channel as shown in 
Fig . 3-l (L) 
Dimensionless ponding coefficient 
in Equation (3-60) 
Parameter related to soil cover 
complex in regards to infi ltration 
(T-1) 
Constant of integration 
Wave cel erity, when used in the 
context of flow in a channel 
(L/T) 







Coefficient greater than unity 
used to cal culate a 6t for 
infiltration computation 
Diameter of a circular conduit (L) 
Base of natural logarithm system 
Darcy-l~eisbach friction factor 
Infiltration rate (LT- 1) 
Dimensionless infiltrati on 
Initial infiltration rate (LT-1) 
St eady-state infiltration rate 
(LT- 1) 
Accumulated infiltration {L) 
Froude number for normal flow 
Accumulated infiltration at time 
of ponding (L) 
Factor that is used to limit t he 
infiltration on recession 
Accel eration due to gravity 
(LT- 2) 






























Chapter Definitions (dimensions) 
3 Maximum depth (L) 
3 Initial depth (L) 
3 Depth error term (L) 
3 Hydraulic depth (L) 
2 Normal depth ( L) 
3 Rainfall rate (L/ T) 
3 Dimensionless rainfall rate 
5 Intensity coefficient used in 
variable flow resistance 
relationship 






Empirical constant used to limit 
infiltration on recession 
Kinematic flow number, measures 
applicability of kinematic wave 
theory 
Saturated conductivity (LT-1 ) 
Relat ive conductivity 
Length of a plane (L) 
2,5 Length of flow (L) 












Exponent for overland flow that is 
related to surface roughness and 
geometry 
Objective function used in study-
ing infiltration sensitivity 
Wetted perimeter (L) 
Lateral i nflow (LT-l ) 
Discharge per unit width for 
overland flow ( L2T-1) 
Discharge in a channel (L3T- 1} 
Hydraulic radius (L) 
Reynolds number 
"Sorptivity" or influence of 
capil larity of a soil (LT-112) 






























Initial rel ative volumetric water 
content of a soil 
Maximum relative volumetric water 
content of a soil 
Elapsed time (T) 
Dimensionless time 
The vertical asymptote of the 
infiltration function (T) 
Initial time when referring to 
surface flow (T) 




Time to pending (T) 
Dimensionless time to pending 
Time increment (T) 
Time at the beginning of a rain-
fall pulse (T) 
Normalizing time (T) 
Distance in the direct ion of 
flow (L) 


















Initial position on the x axis 
(L) 
Length increment (L) 
Vertical distance below surface 
(L) 
Coefficient for overland flow chat 
is related to surface roughness 
and geometry (L112r -1--turbulent 
and LT- 1--laminar) 
Exponent of R. Smith's parametric, 
decay-type infiltration function 
Exponent of relationship between 
tp* and i* 
Coefficient of relationship 
between t * and i* p 
Central angle to the water surface 
of a partially full circular con-
duit 
Kinematic viscosity (L2T-1) 
Porosity 
Soil capillary potential (L) 
Weighting factor used in an 
implicit finite difference scheme 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The increase in world population has resulted in 
increased development in natural floodways in both 
rural and metropolitan areas. As a consequence of 
this development, property values have risen and more 
people are exposed to flood danger. The increased 
potential for flood losses warrants the development of 
more accurate techniques for estimating flood peaks. 
Watershed models of various types have been used 
to estimate flood peaks. A watershed model may be 
defined as a physical or mathematical representation 
of the real watershed. Any useful model involves 
simplification of the real system and therefore inev-
itably results in distortion. However, the model 
developer attempts to minimize distortion of the most 
crucial watershed characteristics, and it is assumed 
that the most important aspects are accurately por-
trayed. 
Mathematical models are usually more useful than 
physical models in hydrologic studies. The models 
consist of differential or partial differential equa-
tions which may have analytic solutions for only a 
few, highly simplified problems. Consequently numer-
ical methods must be used to obtain solutions for 
most mathematical models. 
There are four important phases in using mathe-
matical models as aids in understanding and predict-
ing hydrologic phenomena. The first phase is to 
determine the equations, and appropriate boundary con-
ditions that describe the physical processes being 
investigated and to consider possible simplifications. 
The second phase is to develop an efficient and ac-
curate computer algorithm to solve the equations and 
to handle the logical steps. Methods of parameter 
estimation must then be developed using rainfall, run-
off, topographic, and soil data from a variety of 
watersheds. The final and most important phase of 
modeling comes when the calibrated model is used to 
predict the response of a system using only knowledge 
of the system and its inputs. 
The major objectives of this study are: 
1. To develop a f l ow routing procedure for cir-
cular conduits, based on the kinematic approximations 
of unsteady free surface flow equations, and compare 
the solutions to those obtained by other methods of 
routing, 
2. To incorporate an. infiltration model with a 
surface runoff model, based on the kinematic approx-
imation, 
3. To compare observed hydrographs with com-
puted hydrographs from the model for: 
a) a small impervious experimental watershed 
at Colorado State University, 
b) an experimental agricultural watershed at 
Edwardsville, Illinois, 
c) an experimental urban watershed at 
Denver, Colorado, 
4. To test the sensitivity of the model para-
meters, 
S. To document a computer program for estimat-
ing surface runoff hydrographs from complex watersheds 
described as a cascade (logical flow sequence) of 
overland flow planes and channels. 
Chapter 2 
PREVIOUS STUDI ES OF KINEMATIC WATERSHED MODELS 
2.1 Kinematic Wave Theory 
The continuity and momentum equations for grad-
ually varied unst eady flow were developed by De Saint 
Venant in 1871 (Yevjevich, 1960). Direct solution of 
these equations, even by numerical means, was not pos-
sible before electronic computers were available, ex-
cept for extremely simplified initial and boundary 
conditions. Graphical methods were used for approxi-
mate solutions but even these were tedious. Usually, 
simplified methods, considering only continuity or 
approximations to the momentum equation, were used to 
route flows (Yevjevich and Barnes, 1970). 
Many investigators have studied gradually varied 
unsteady flow and found conditions for which a sim-
plification of the complete momentum equation and the 
continuity equation are sufficiently accurate . 
Lighthill and Whitham (1955) considered propaga-
tion of flood waves in rivers as mainly kinematic, a 
balance of bed slope and friction slope; they also 
investigated kinematic shock waves. Wooding (1965) 
applied kinematic wave theory to a catchment formed 
by two planes in a V-shape, each discharging into a 
stream at the center. He concluded that kinematic 
theory was applicable to gradually varied unsteady 
flow if the Froude number was less than 2. Woolhiser 
and Liggett (1967) showed how the use of dimension-
less continuity and momentum equations could r educe 
the number of parameters for overland flow on a plane 
from five to two. A parameter of the dimensionless 
momentum equation was used to measure the applicabil -
ity of kinematic wave theory. The parameter was 
K = SL 
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Fig. 2-1 Variation of Dimensionless Hydrograph with 
Kinematic Flow Number (after Woolhiser and 
Liggett , 1967) 
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kinematic wave solution, labeled K • ~ , is a good 
approximation. The kinematic wave parameter is often 
several thousand or more for many cases of overland 
flow. Foster, et. al. (1968) simulated rainfall on 
an erodible fallow plot and found that a kinematic 
wave model satisfactorily predicted overland flow. 
Observed hydrograph data were analyzed to estimate 
retention storage and surface roughness. These re-
sults were used to predict hydrographs. A comparison 
was made between a constant Darcy-Weisbach f or 
Manning's n and a variable friction factor of t he 
form 
(2-2) 
where a and b are constants and Re is the Rey-
nolds number. The constant friction factor gave re-
sults as good as a variable factor, which would indi-
cate the flow was turbulent. Henderson (1963) and 
Eagleson (1970) have utilized the kinematic wave 
theory, but they limit the kinematic waves to a non-
subsiding state. They do not account for the subsi-
dence propert y of kinematic shock waves that may 
exist. Kinematic shocks result when waves travel 
faster and overtake s l ower waves that originated 
downstream. This phenomenon is represent ed mat hemati-
cally by an upstream characteristic intersecting a 
characteristic that originated below it; there is a 
discontinuity at the intersection (see section on 
Kinematic Equations fo~ a P~e for mathematical defi-
nition of a characteristic). Kibler (1968) and Kibler 
and Woolhiser (1970) developed dimensionless kinematic 
equations for a cascade of planes and developed a para-
meter based upon the widths, slope, and roughness of 
adjoining planes to predict occurrence of kinematic 
shocks. A method for tracing the shock waves was also 
presented . 
The kinematic wave models that have been formul-
ated have been solved by a variety of finite difference 
methods, some implicit and some explicit . Brakensiek 
(1967a) tested t hree types of finite difference meth-
ods on a kinematic model of flood routing and found 
that a four point implicit scheme, which centered on 
the two upper points, gave the most satisfactory re-
sults. Kibler and Woolhiser (1970) found that an ex-
plicit finite difference scheme with second order 
accuracy was the most satisfactory numerical method 
for their studies of overland flow. 
Kinemat ic model s have usually been used to simu-
late hydrographs of individual runoff events. Such 
simulations require that the surface geometry or mac-
rescale features of the watershed, like l ength, width 
and slope of overland flow areas and channel lengths, 
s lopes, and cross-sections, be measured from topograph-
ical maps and incorporated into the model geometry. 
Although this procedure is subjective, it can be 
done with reasonable accuracy. The mesoscale features 
of rills and obstructions to flow and the microscale 
features of surface roughness cannot be measured as 
i 
I 
easily and are generally lumped in a hydraul ic rough-
ness parameter or parameters that are often estimated 
by optimization techniques. 
Several researchers have worked on the problem of 
resistance to overland flow. Some of the results of 
this work are plotted in Fig. 2-2 for Darcy-Weisbach 
f vs. Reynolds number. In this analyses , they as-
sumed that the friction law was of this form. Woo 
and Brater (1962) simulated rai nfall for conditions 
of laminar flow but found that raindrop impact affect-
ed flow resistance . Iwagaki (1955) solved the char -
acteristic equations for kinematic waves in steep 
channels and found good agreement between calculated 
and observed results. He observed an increase in 
discharge momentarily after lateral inflow abruptly 
went to zero. Yu and McNown (1964) experimented with 
data obtained from Crops of Engineers rainfall exper-
iments on a concrete surface . They could model the 
sudden increases of discharge after rainfall ceased 
by lowering the friction coefficient when rainfal l 
stopped. Henderson and Wooding (1964) applied a kin-
ematic wave model to experiment s on tarred gravel, 
clipped sod, and tarred sand surfaces. They obtained 
good agreement between computed and observed hydro-
gr!J.phs. 
The variation in hydraulic resistance is quite 
large as shown in Fig. 2-2. Of course, one would 
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ments were conducted on the different types of sur-
faces or under different conditions . Morgali and 
Linsley (1965) simul ated some hydrographs with a kin-
ematic model and found l aminar flow conditions best 
fit discharge over a painted wood surface, while the 
best fit for the rising limb of roughened surfaces 
was with a turbulent f riction factor, n = . 017 for 
crushed slat e, and n = 0. 4 - 0.5 for turf. The 
friction factor ha.d to be lowered for the recession 
hydrograph. Morgali (1970) found the range of the 
laminar roughness constant, k , which i s the ·product 
of the friction factor, f , and the Reynolds number 
was 14-35 for asphalt, 20-65 for crushed slate, and 
5,000 - 14,000 for turf. As Reynolds• number i ncreas-
ed, t ·ransition to turbulent flow occurred, and resis-
t ance could be modeled by Manning's law. Ki bler 
(1968) and Kibl er and Woolhiser (1970) ver ified their 
work on the Colorado State University experimental 
rainfall-runoff facility and their results indicated 
that observed hydrographs rose more slowly during the 
initial periods of rainfall than did the predicted 
hydrographs. Computed peak rates varied both above 
and below the observed rates but the timing of t he 
peaks agreed fairly well and the recession hydrographs 
were accurately simulated. 
Woolhiser (1969) proposed a portion of a cone at 
the upstream end of an area to approximate the con-
vergence of flow on many watersheds . This was com-
bined with two pla.nes and a channel to represent an 
entire watershed. He derived the dimensionless equa-
tions for a converging section, tested it on observed 
data, and obtained good agreement on the steeply ris-
ing early portion of the hydrograph. Fawkes (1972) 
tested several roughness relationships on the Co l orado 
State University faci lity and found that a mixed 
laminar-turbulent roughness relationship gave th.e 
best results. He found good agreement using "disturb-
ed" laminar conditions during rainfall and "undisturb-
ed" laminar conditions without rainfall. For both 
cases a constant turbulent fr iction coefficient was 
used above a "transitional" Reynolds number. The 
laminar roughness constant was about 25 for butyl 
rubber and 100 for rubber roughened with 20 lbs. per 
square yard gravel. The transition Reynolds number 
was about 400 for the smooth rubber and 80 for the 
roughened rubber. 
Kinematic wave models have been used to simulate 
runoff from agricultural areas and found to give 
satisfactory results. Woolhiser, Hanson and Kuhlman 
(1970) modeled runoff as beginning under laminar con-
ditions and changing to turbulent flow at a Reynolds 
number of 300 for a short-grass , grazed prairie. 
The average valu~ of the parameter k was about 
7,000. Langford .nd Turner (1973) simulated rain-
fall on a stabili zed fallow surface with a friction 
relationship in the form of laminar-turbulent Manning's 
n that varied with rainfall intensit y. The surface 
retention showed a hysteresis effect because of chang-
ing hydraulic roughness under conditions of rain and 
no r ain. Brakensiek (1967b) depicted a mixed-cover , 
agricultural watershed in Wisconsin as a distributed 
system by utilizing a hypsometric curve and cont our 
l ength-elevation curve. He fitted hydrographs by 
varying ~Ianning's n and obtained satisfactory re-
sults with values of 0.08 to 0. 10 for n . These 
values seem low for an agricultural area. Overton 
and Brakensiek (1970) also applied the k.inematic 
wave model for a V-shape configuration . They derived 
a lag time based on watershed dimensions, roughness, 
and rainfall rate. Their relation between lag time 
and rainfall rate agreed well with observed data for 
several events on a Hastings, Nebraska, experimental 
watershed. A sensitivity analysis showed the solution 
more sensitive to errors in rainfall than to errors in 
averaging geometry and roughness. 
2.2 Urban Hydrol ogy 
The development of rural areas into urban commun-
ities has a significant effect on the hydrologic res-
ponse because the imper vious area is drastically 
changed and conveyance systems for drainage are often 
installed. Schulz (1971) summarized the salient fea-
tures of unit hydrographs generally changed by urban-
ization--increase of peak discharges, reduction of 
response time, and reduction of hydrograpb base length. 
Runoff volumes also i ncrease. These changes have been 
observed since the Nineteenth Century but were not 
quantitatively investigated until the Twentieth Cen-
tury. In urban hydrology there is still a shortage of 
accurate rainfall-runoff fie ld data. Considerable em-
phasis has been placed on this problem i n the last 5 
years (ASCE Urban Hydrology Research Council, 1968). 
Horner and Flynt (1936) quantitatively studied 
the r unoff from two different city blocks in St. Louis, 
Missouri. Izzard (1946) studied flow over paved and 
turf surfaces and in gutters from which he developed 
some empirical curves to estimate the maximum rate of 
runoff. Much of the early work in calculating runoff 
from urban areas was based upon t he well-known ration-
al formula. Introduction of the unit hydrograph per-
mitted its use in urban hydrology. A survey of cur-
rent practicing engineers i ndicated they use the rat-
ional method for areas less than 5 square miles, while 
larger areas are calculated by the unit hydrograph 
method (Committee on Flood Control, 1969). 
Several "hydrograph" methods, which permit esti-
mation of runoff, have been developed i n particular 
regions of the country. Caution must be used if 
these methods are applied to conditions that may be 
different than t he ones under which they were derived. 
The Los Angeles Hydrograph Method, developed by Hicks 
(1944) for use in southern California, is based upon 
a subst·antial amount of data from that region. The 
procedure uses two methods of computing discharges--
the peak-rate method (which is a ~ational type method) 
and summing hydrographs (used when the time of concen-
tration exceeds 60 minutes or a flow retention struc-
ture is part of the system) (Chow, 1964). Tholin and 
Keifer (1960) published one of the classic reports on 
urban hydrology, the Chicago Hydrograph Method. A 
step-by-step design procedure based upon a unit size 
of 10 acres was presented. Abstractions from design 
rainfalls were cal culated. Overland flow was computed 
by Izzard's procedure. Routing through all sewers was 
done by a time-offset method because of its simplicity. 
From the storm sewer hydrographs, it was possible to 
develop a ser ies of design charts for peak discharge 
based on percent of directly connected impervious area, 
type of land use, and travel time. The t ime-offset 
method of routing in storm sewers is often used. This 
method seems to give satisfactory results under some 
conditions, but its limitations have not been fully 
evaluated. Harris (1970) used a progressive average-
lag method for routing in storm sewers. He compared 
this technique with the method of characteristics for 
the full dynamic equation of motion. He found a sat-
isfactory compar ison of the two methods and thus chose 
the simpl ified method; however, this method requires 
observed hydrographs (at least three) to evaluate t he 
routing constants. 
Since the mid-1950's, the Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity has conducted extensive research in storm sewer 
drainage. An i nlet hydrograph method was developed, 
based on a rational type formula for peak flows and 
an assumed triangular shape . These hydrographs are 
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summed to obtain the total hydrograph, after each in-
let hydrograph is reduced by a factor based on the 
time characteristics of the event (Viessman and Geyer, 
1962). Schaake (1970) applied a kinematic wave model 
by separating the catchment into segments over which 
the model parameters were assumed uniform. He pre-
sented a technique to compute the kinematic par ameter, 
based upon geometrical characteristics and assumed 
· types of flow for a segment. The model was tested on 
an 0.4- acre experimental catchment in Baltimore, Mary-
land. The University of Cincinnati developed a run-
off model for urban watersheds (1972) . Infiltration 
on pervious segments was computed by Horton's equa~ion 
with surface retention estimated by an exponential re~ 
lationship r ecommended by Lins ley, Kohler, and Paulus 
(1949); average values for impervious and pervious 
segments were given if measured data were not avail-
able on the watershed. Overland flow was assumed to 
be turbulent and computed by a storage routing pro-
cedure , while gutter flow was computed strictly by 
continuity and was assumed to occur over relatively 
short lengths. Sewer routing was performed by undis-
torted lagging of the inflow hydrograph. This pro-
cedure results in higher peaks at later times than 
more exact methods. The model was appl ied to a 13-
acre watershed in Chicago with satisfactory agreement 
between observed and computed hydrographs, except on 
the recession portion. 
In 1969, the Denver Regional Council of Govern-
ments published an urban storm drainage cr iteria man-
ual. This manual outlined design requirements for 
urban storm drainage projects in the Denver region. 
Rainfall-frequency maps were prepared up to the 100-
year return period . The rational formula was used to 
compute runoff in areas which did not cont ain storm 
sewers and were less than 200 acres. The unit hydro-
gr aph method was used for areas larger than 200 acres 
or i f storm sewers or channels were present. The 
manual outlined procedures to estimate the rainfall 
excess and compute runoff by the rational formula 
with typical coefficients or from the specified unit 
hydrograph method. 
2.3 Infiltration 
Any watershed model simulating runoff from a par-
tially or totally pervious surface must have a means 
of estimating infil tration. The process of infiltra -
tion has remained a.s one of the most complex problems 
faced by the watershed engineer. ~~ny methods have 
been developed for estimating i nfiltration quantita-
tively--some empirical and some based on theoretical 
relationships. Horton ' s (1940) i nfiltration equation 
accounts for the time variability of infiltration. 
The equation is 
f = f + (f -f ) e-ct 
.. 0 ... 
(2-3) 
where f is infiltration rate at time f ... is t . . 
the steady-state infiltration rate; f is the ini-o 
tial infiltration rate; and 
to the soil cover complex. 
c is a parameter related 
Philip (1969) developed a theory of infiltration 
based upon the governing relationship for movement of 
a fluid in porous media. An algebraic form of his 
relationship for infiltration from a ponded surface is 
f = 1/2 st-112 + A (2-4) 
where s is the "sorptivity" of the soil, a measure 
of the influence of capillarity, and A is an approx-
imate value of the steady state infiltration rate. 
Several empirical methods are merely indices of infil-
tration and assume a constant loss rate throughout the 
entire hydrograph. The ~ Index and W Index are the 
best known of this type. These indices are best suit-
ed for major storms occurring on wet soil s or storms 
when the peak rates and durations occur after infil-
tration can be approximated as a constant. 
The partial differential equation that governs 
one-dimensional flow of water in an unsaturated porous 
medium (ignoring air counter-flow) is often referred 
to as Richard's equation (Smith and Woolhiser, 1971) 
(2-5) 
where Sa is relative saturation; ~ is porosity; 
Ks is saturated conductivity; Kr is relative con-
ductivity; ~ is soil capillary potential; and z is 
distance below the surface. The solution of this non-
linear differential equation requires a knowledge of 
t~e functional relationships among ~ , S , and Kr 
and the values of ~ and Ks for a particular soil. 
Richard's equation can be sol ved analytically only if 
severely simp lifyi ng assumptions are introduced. The 
usual means of solution is by finite difference meth-
ods. Smith and Woolhiser (1971) used an implicit fin-
ite difference method to solve Eq. (2- 5) for a wide 
variety of rainfall rates and initial conditions . 
These results were summarized by parameteric relations 
reported by Smith (1972)(discussed in Chapter 3). 
2.4 Sensitivity 
Sensitivity is a measure of the effect of change 
in a parameter on a response. The role of sensitivity 
analysis in hydrologic models is often inherent in 
model s that utilize optimization techniques to fit 
observed data. A sensitive parameter may converge 
quickly, while the converse applies to an insensitive 
parameter. 
McCuen (1973) presented a mathematical framework 
for sensitivity analysis. He gave explicit relation -
ships which can be applied to models if the governing 
equations can be differentiated. The most common form 
of sensitivity analysis is by parameter perturbation . 
One paramet er is varied, while the others are he ld 
constant and the response to this change is recorded. 
The means of estimating a response is usually by an 
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objective function. The choice of an objective func-
tion is at least partly a subject matter. lbbitt 
(1970) presents a review of some of the common object-
ive functions and the features which they emphasize. 
Probably the most common objective function that is 
used is the sum of the squared deviations between the 
observed and computed response. One reason this for-
mulation is used so extensively is that it has some 
statistical significance for linear systems. The sum 
of the squared deviations divided by the number of 
degrees of freedom is the variance of the deviations 
for linear models. 
Dawdy (1969) emphasizes the importance of having 
model parameters that are physically significant, par-
ticularly on urban watersheds where little observed 
rainfall-runoff data exists and the transferability of 
a model is essen~ial to usefulness . Lichty, Dawdy, 
and Bergmann (1968) presented an objective function 
that was the sum of deviations of the logarithms of 
observed and computed response with the peak values 
weighted t wice that of the volume. This objective 
function removes some of the emphasis of the extreme 
values. The objective function utilized should be re-
lated to the goa l of t he model, i.e. , peak-predicting 
models should emphasize the large flows, while a water 
quality model needs to predict the total volume as 
wel l as the peak rate. 
2.5 Summary 
This review has provided a limited summary of 
the development of kinematic wave theory as an appro-
priate means of computing some categories of gradually 
varied, unsteady flow. Much of the work discussed 
referred t o laboratory or small scale experiments. but 
some work has been conducted on small watersheds, ei-
ther agri cultural or urban areas . The extensive re-
search related to kinematic wave theory makes its 
application to field problems possible. The variety 
of surfaces and cover conditions to which the kinemat -
ic theory has been applied make possible the preselec-
tion of approximate roughness factors for a watershed. 
These factors can be varied to give a better fit to 
observed data . 
There are mathematical watershed models, such as 
the Stanford Model, that uti.lize some aspects of kin-
ematic theory pl~s other mathematical f unctions to 
simulate the hydrologic processes for a continuous 
period of time, generally, for several months or 
years. The model that is developed in this study is 
desi gned to have the capability of predicti ng storm 
runoff from agricultural or urban watersheds for dis-
crete periods of time, generally, for several hours 





The model developed herein is classified as non-
linear, deterministic, and distributed. Input to the 
model is: (1) the hyetograph of precipitation as 
measured on or near the watershed and is assumed con-
stant over the watershed, (2) the geometry and topo-
graphy as determined from a map of the area, (3) two 
parameters, which relate to the surface roughness 
characteristics and the regime of flow (laminar or 
turbulent) which woul d be expected to occur, and (4) 
infi ltration characteristics for pervious areas. The 
watershed is segmented into a series of planes cas-
cading onto other planes or connected with other 
planes by channels as shown in Fig. 3-1. The planes 
Pig. 3-1 Watershed Represented as a Kinematic 
Cascade 
are either impervious, i.e ., streets or parking lots, 
or are pervious , i.e., rural open areas or lawn areas. 
The channels arc assumed to have either a trapezoidal 
or circular cross section . 
3.1 Surface Water Routing 
The governing equations of motion for spatially 
varied, unsteady flow over a plane surface are derived 
by applying the principles of conservation of mass and 
momentum. 
Equations of Motion 
The one-dimensional continuity equation with lat-




a (uh) _ q ---ax-- (3-1) 
where h i s the depth of flow; u is the local ave-
rage velocity; q is the lateral inflow; x is the 
distance from the upstream end; and t is time . 
The mo~entum equation for one-dimensional gradually-
varied, unsteady flow can be written as 
!. (au + u au) + ah s - s - s.. 




where g is the acceleration due to gravity; S is 
the slope of the bed surface; and Sf is the fric-
tion slope. These equations for gradually varied, 
unsteady flow are based on the following assumptions 
(Yevjevich and Barnes, 1970): 
i. The slope of the bed surface , S , is small 
and is approximatel y equal to the sine of 
the angle of inclination. 
ii. The flow is one-dimensional so t hat the 
vertical components of velocity and accel-
eration are negligible. 
iii. The pressure in the vertical cross section 
is hydrostatic . 
iv. Boundary friction and turbulence can be 
accounted for by introduction of a resis-
tance term that is the same as at a corres-
ponding uniform flow depth. 
v. The velocity distribution in the vertical 
cross section is the same as the distribu-
tion in steady f l ow. 
Each term in the momentum equation corresponds to a 
component of the energy gradient as 
1 au 
gat 





, the slope due to the velocity variation 
with time (accel eration), 
, the slope due to velocity variation with 
distance in the direction of flow, 
, the slope of the water surface, 
the slope due to lateral inflow, 
and S and Sf are slopes as defined previously. 
Lighthill and hhitham (1955), Hender son (1963), 
and Woolhiser and Liggett (1967) have reported on con-
ditions where the gravity and friction components dom-
inate the other t erms of the momentum equation. These 
two components reach an approximate equilibrium so 
that the momentum equation can be reduced to 
(3-3) 
This simpl ification is known as the kinematic wave 
approximation to the momentum equation. 
Kinematic Equations for a PZane 
Equation (3-3) can be used to write a parametric 
equation for the local velocity as 
(3-4) 
where h is the local mean depth, and e~ and N a·re 
parameters related to surface roughness and geometry. 
Chezy's turbulent flow formula is 
u .. c!RSf (3-5) 
where R is the hydraul ic radius and C is the Chezy 
friction factor of flow resistance. For planes and 
wide channels, R " h . This approximation and the 
substitution of Eq. (3-3) into Eq. (3-5) results in 
Eq. (3-4) with a = CIS , and N = 3/2 . 
For laminar flow, the D~rcy-Weisbach friction 
factor is 
k 
f = Re (3-6) 
where k is a dimensionless friction parameter and 
Re is the Reynolds number. The Darcy-Weisbach for-
mula 
(3-7) 
can be r ewritten upon substitution of Eq. (3-3) as 






where v is the kinematic viscosity. Substituting 








Equation (3-11} has the form of Eq. (3-4) with 
a = SgS and N = 3 kV 
(3-10) 
(3-11) 
Equation (3-4) can be substituted into Eq. (3-1) 
and yields 
ah o(ahN-l -+ at ax 
h) .. q (3-12) 
ah aNhN-1 ah - + ax· q at (3-13) 
The t otal differential of h [x,t) is 
dh ah . dt + ah dx =- ax· at (3-14) 
Equations (3-13) and (3-14) can be solved simul tan-
eousl y. The matrix form of the equations is written 
[
1 aNhN-1][:~] " [q 1




Equating the determi nant of the square matrix to zero 
defines the path of the characteristic i n the x-t 
plane 
Substituting the column vector of the right 
of Eq. (3-15) into the second column of the 
matrix and equating the determinant to zero 
the rate of change of depth with respect to 
ong the characteri st ic 
dh 







Equations (3-16) and (3-17) are the characteristic 
equations. Equation (3-17) can be integrat ed for 









is the initial depth at time t The 
0 
uniform flow equation can be written 
N Q " ah (3-19) 
where Q is the discharge rate. Equations (3-16) , 
(3-18), and (3-19) can be used to compute the entire 
outflow hydrograph for a single plane segment from a 
constant lateral inflow rate of q . This develop-
ment of dimensional ki nematic flow equations for a 
single plane is a.nalogous to the equations for a wide 
channel and the development for the channels will not 
be repeated here. Discussion of the equations for a 
wide channel will follow in a later section. 
Finite Differ ence Method of SoZution 
Equation (3-13), the kinematic flow equation, can 
be solved analytical l y for many initi al and boundary 
conditions, if shocks are not present. Such sol utions 
become cumbersome for real istic situations so it is 
convenient to use a finite difference method of numer-
ical solution. Kibler and Woolhiser (1970) investi-
gated several different methods of numerical solutions 
including: (1) an upstream differencing scheme, (2) a 
four-point implicit scheme, and (3) the Lax- Wendroff 
explicit scheme . These finite difference schemes were 
compared with the method of characteristics for eval-
uation of their performance. The Lax-Wendroff scheme 
was found to give t he most satisfactory results. The 
method has second-order accuracy but because it is 
explicit, it requires a limitation of the time step 
size to maintain numerical stability. The implicit 
scheme is unconditionally stable which permits fewer 
time steps than the Lax-Wendroff scheme, but requires 
an iterative process for solution which under some 
circumstances may negate the time step advantage. 
Figure 3-2 shows the notation for the Lax- Wendroff 
scheme. 
The strategy of solving the kinematic equation 
is to find the depth at the advanced time step, 
h[x,t+6t], in terms of known values. Expand h[x,t+6t] 
i n a Taylor ' s seri~s 
h[x,t+6t) = h[x,t) + ~ 6t 
at (3-20) 
)+I 
I X Unknown 0 Known -
K-1 K K+l 
x -
Fig. 3-2 Lax-Wendroff Finite Difference Scheme 
where O(nt) 3 is the order of the truncation error. 
Equation (3-12) can be written as 
~~ " - l ac~~N) - q1 (3- 21) 
then 
02h N N 
at 2. - ~t lac~~ ) - qJ = - : x Ia(~~ )I + ~ . (3-22) 
Completing the different iation with r espect to t , 
Eq. (3-22) becomes 
Now, substitute Eq. (3-21) i nto Eq. (3-2 3), then 
2 N 
L!!_" ~ [aNhN-1 (a(~hx ) - q)) + ~ 
at2 ax a at 
(3-23) 
(3-24) 
Equations (3-21) and (3-24) can now be substituted in-
to the Taylor's series expansion which results in 
~ r~hN, 
h(x,t+nt] " h[x,t] - 6t [~- q] 
2 N 
• ~ r.Lc NhN-1 1~- 1> • !g_ 1 2 ax a ax q at (3-25) 
This s econd order approximation for h[x,t+nt] pro-
vides the basis for the Lax-Wendroff finite differ-
ence formulation as follows: 
(3-26) 
This finite differencing formulation permits the eval -
uation of depths interior of the upstream and down-
stream boundaries. 
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The solution for the entire length of flow can 
be establ ished when the init ial and boundary condi-
tions are established. The initial condition must be 
specified as 
h[x,01 f ~r, for all x 
Lo 
(3-27) 
The upstream boundary depth is determined by the posi-
t ion of the plane in a cascade. Consider a cascade 
of planes where i i s the order of the plane in the 
cascade (for the uppermost plane, i = 1 ) , t is 
the length of a plane, and w is the width. Then, 
{
0 if i " 
h[O,t)i: • 
f(h[t,t1i - l'wi -l 'wi), if i > 1 
(3-28) 
The discharge from an upper plane is assumed to be 
modified as the ratio of the upper width to the lower 
\dd~h. The upstream boundary depth for the i th plane 
which receives inflow from the (i-l)th plane is found 
by 
W. 
h(O,t1. = [(Q[1,t1. 1 · -
1
-) 
. 1 1- w1_1 
1 
1/ N. 




Equation (3-29) defines the upstream boundary depth. 
The downstream boundary depth cannot be obtained from 
the f inite difference scheme because of the nature of 
the scheme. However , the characteristic equations 
can be used to obtain the depth at the downstream 
boundary. Equation (3- 18) with t
0 
= 0 , can be sub-
stituted into Eq. (3-16) to obtain 
N-1 dx = aN (h
0 
+qt) dt (3-30) 
Integration of this equation yields 
a N 
X " -(h +qt) + C (3-31) 
q 0 




, the initial location and time, the con-
stant can be evaluated as 
a N 
C ~ X - -(h +qt ) 
0 q 0 0 
(3-32) 
Equation (3-32) can be substituted into Eq. (3-31) 
with the result 
a N N 
X = X + ~ (h +qt) - (h +qt ) 1 
0 q 0 0 0 




and if t 
0 
(3-33) 
0 , Eq. (3- 33) 
(3-34) 
Defining 6x " x - x
0 
and solving Eq. (3-34) for h , 
(3-35) 
Figure 3-3 shows the path of the :hrracteristic from 






Fig. 3-3 Path of Characteristic at Downstream 
Boundary 
This section has pr esented a means of routing a 
lateral inflow over a series of cascading planes us-
ing the Lax-Wendroff finite difference scheme for the 
interior depths with specified initial and upstream 
boundary conditions. The downstream boundary depth 
was found by integrating t he character istic equations 
of the ki nematic equation . 
Numerical Stability 
A disadvantage of the Lax-Wendroff scheme, when 
compared with the implicit scheme that was analyzed 
by Ki bler and Woolhiser (1970), is that a numerical 
stabil ity criterion must be maintained., while the 
implicit scheme is unconditionally stable . A numer-
ically stable finit e difference scheme is one that 
does not allow a smal l perturbation in the solution 
to grow without limit until it destroys the calcula-
tion. The stability criterion for the Lax-Wendroff 
finite difference scheme can be derived by an approx-
imate method. For complete details the reader i s re-
ferred to Kibler and Woolhiser (1970) . 
The results of this derivation can be summarized 
by noting the numerical solution, h~ , is equal to 
the true solution, h(j4t, k4x), plus an error term, 
hj , that is 
k 
(3-36) 
A numerically stable scheme i s one in which the ratio 
of successive error terms is l ess than or equal to 
unity, i.e., 
(3-37) 
The stabil ity criterion for this finite difference 
scheme is 
NhN-1 At < l a · 6x - (3-38) 
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so that for a fixed length increment, At 







insures that stability exists at all points on the 
surface. This method of deriving the stability cri-
terion is only approximate since it is based upon a 
linear ana lysis. Presently, there is not a general 
way of analyzing nonlinear problems for numerical 
stabilit y . However, Eq. (3-39) does indicate an 
appropriate time step for the Lax-Wendroff scheme. 
3.2 Channel Routing 
Free surface flow in channels can be computed 
using the kinematic approximation to the equations 
of unsteady, gradually varied flow. The difference 
between routing runoff over planes and through chan-
nels is that upstream inflow to a plane is given i n 
discharge per foot of width of the plane , while up-
stream inflow to a channel is the total discharge 
• from the previous segment. For watershed area com-
putation, a channel is assumed to have negligible 
width. Therefore, rainfall does not fall directly 
onto the channel. The lateral inflow to a channel 
is the discharge per foot of wi dth received from an 
adj acent plane. 
The t wo general geometrical shapes that are 
considered in this study are a trapezoidal and a 
circular cross-section, as shown i n Fig. 3-1. The 
trapezoidal shape can be used to simulate geometry 
from nearly rectangular to very broad swale-like 
channel s , including triangular, by specifying the 
proper geometric parameters. The circular cross-
section can be used to simulate the geometry of ur-
ban storm drains . 
TrapezoidaZ Open ChanneZs 
The continuity equation for a channel with lat-
eral flow is 
aA - + at ~ = q ax (3-40) 
where A is the cross-sectional area; Q is t he 
channel discharge; and q is the lateral inflow per 
foot of length. Assuming that Q can be expressed 
as a function of A , Eq. (3-40) can be rewritten in 
the form 
a A 
- + at (3-41 ) 
A Taylor's series expansion of Eq. (3-41) can be per-
formed analogous to that of Eq. (3-20). (A complete 
derivation of t he finite difference equation will 
not be carried out here. ) The result_ of the expan-
sion is 
dQj . dQj 
. I j Qt.l - QLI • 2 ~. a;;; 
"{• • "k - 6~ ( 2Ax - q'J • !:I-<< [ •12 l 
.!!i • dct 
~•I • ~ j ~ ~ ~ - ~-1 j 










which is the Lax-Wendroff finite difference scheme fo·r 
a channel with lateral inflow. The kinematic approxi-
mation is entered into the calculation through the dis-
charge relationship. If the Chezy formula is used, 
then 
Q • aRN-l A (3-43) 
where a • CIS ; R is the hydraulic radius; A is 
the cross-sectional area; and N is 3/2. Hydraulic 
radius is A/P where P is the wetted perimeter. 
Than Q is related to the cross-sectional area by 
(3-44) 
The functional relationship of dQ/dA terms in Eq. 
(3-42) can be found from the set of geometrical rela-
tionships found in Table 3-1. 
The downstream boundary solution is found by a 
first-order finite difference scheme based on Eq. (3-40) 
. 1 . j+l j 
Al.+ • A! + ~t[9 + q 
~K NK 2 
QNjK - ~ 
( NK-1)] (3-45) 
~X 
where the subscript NK denotes the downstream boun-
dary node. 
Tabl e 3-1 Elements of a Trapezoidal Channel from 
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AFH (H) H ·COl• (S+II/2) 
HF(H) (H•COI• (8•H/2))N·I/ (B•COI•II· 
C02)11 
OQI(H) o IIF(II) ·(COl· ( 8>11) •II• (I•COI 
+ H·C02)·{N·l)·C02•(11·COI · 
{11• 11/2))) 
HFA(A) -8+182 • (Z..VCOI) 
OGA(II) DGH( II)/(COI • (B+H) ) 
Circu~r CLosed Conduits 
The problem of routing discharge through circular 
conduits is important in the urban environment where 
many watersheds contain storm sewers. The problem can 
also be extended to those watersheds with combined 
sanitary and storm sewers. The limitation of the kin-
emat ic approximation is that it cannot account for any 
backwater effect . Any user of this model must apply 
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it cautiously and avoid appl ications where free outfall 
conditions do not exist. The conduits are assumed to 
maintain free surface conditions at all times. This 
assumption may not deviate from many storm sewer de-
signs because the greatest carrying capacity occurs at 
about 90 percent of full pipe flow. Fig. 3-4 shows 
the hydraulic characteristics of a partially full cir -
Values of f, 
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Fig. 3-4 Hydraulic Elements of a Circular Conduit 
(after Water Pollution Control Fed., 1969) 
cular conduit. Storm sewer inlets are often designed 
to intake less than full pipe flow. In many areas the 
topography is such that r unoff greater than the design 
capacity of sewers can be routed through t he gutter 
system to some l ower point on'the watershed. 
is 
The equation of continuity for a closed conduit 
a A - + 
at 2..9. " 0 ax (3-46) 
This differs from the open channel equation because 
lateral inflow is zero for a closed conduit . The in-
put to the channel is at the upstream end either in 
the form of an outflow hydrograph from a previous 
channel or conduit or the i nlet hydrograph from over-
land flow. Table 3-2 gives the relationship of sev-
eral geometric parameters to the diameter of a pipe 
and the interior angle to the water surface for a 
cir cular cross- section as shown in Fig. 3-1. The 
kinematic assumption of bed s lope being equal to the 
friction sl ope is entered i nto the calculation by the 
parametric relationship for discharge. The most gen-
eral discharge relationship and the one often used 
for flow in pipes is the Darcy-Weisbach formula 
(3-47) 
where f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. The 
kinematic assumption allows substitution of S for 
Sf into Eq. (3-47) and by solving for velocity, Eq. 
(3-47) is rewritten as 
Table 3-2 Geometric Elements of a Partially Full 
Circular Conduit from Geometry of Fig. 3-1 
Element Relationship 




llydraulic Radius, R 0(1. - sin&/0)/4 
We tted Perimeter, p D (0)/2 
llydraulic Depth, HD D(e ~ s ino)/8 SlnB72 
(3-48) 
Discharge is computed using Eq. (3-48) and the cross-
sectional area by 
AN 
Q " a ""N-T 
p 
(3-49) 
where a is J~ S and N = 3/2 . Equation (3-49) 
is the same as Eq. {3-44) for trapezoidal channels, 
except for a and geometrical relationships for A 
and P 
Equation {3-46) can be rewritten as 
a A 
-+ at ~!A. 0 dA ax {3-50) 
This equation is nonlinea·r, as were the kinematic eq-
uations for overland flow and flow in trapezoidal 
channels. Equation (3-50) is solved by a finite-
difference scheme that is different from the Lax-
Wendroff explicit scheme previously used. The general 
form of the numerical stability criterion for explicit 
finite difference methods is 
(3-51) 
where c is the wave celerity. Equation (3-51) is 
known as the Courant condition. Because the velocit-
ies in storm drains can be rather high, the time step 
required for a specified length increment may be quite 
small so that stability be maintained. The finite 
difference scheme used for the evaluation of Eq. 
(3-47) is a four-point implicit scheme with the form 
(3-52) 
where w is a weighting factor for the space deriva-
tive at the current and the past time step. The pos-
sible range of values for w and the importance of 
it wi ll be investigated in Chapter 5 . A property of 
t his impl icit scheme is that t he value of the unknown, 
11 
~+l , must be solved by an iterative technique, l ike 
Newton's method of finding roots of an equation. Also, 
a means of evaluating the terms dQ/dA must be est-
ablished before Eq. (3-52) can be solved. The func-
tional relationship between Q and A depends upon 
the discharge formula which is used, i.e., Chezy, 
Darcy-Weisbach, or Manning ' s equation. It is apparent 
from Table 3-2 that any relationship between Q and 
A will involve trigonometric functions . Trigonomet-
ric functions are evaluated by a series approximation 
on a computer, and if evaluated many times , the compu-
tational time for a simulation is large. An alterna-
tive to this procedure is to create a table of A vs. 
Q values at the beginning of computations for each 
circular conduit. For any value of A computed, l in-
ear interpol ation can be used to find the correspond-
ing Q value. This procedure is used to evaluate 
dQ/dA 0 
A method for routing flows through free surface 
channels has been developed in the past two sections. 
To apply this method to a specific channel, we need to 
know the length, slope cross-sectional geometry, and 
a roughness coefficient for the conduit. With this 
information, we can compute the outflow hydrograph from 
a channel for a specified inflow hydrograph. 
3.3 Infiltration 
Smith (1972) reported on extensive numerical ex-
periments based on Richard's equation for a range of 
soils from fine clay with swelling properties to a 
moderately uniform sand. The infiltration model as 




General Infiltration Response Curve (after 
Smith, 1972) 
using a uniform rainfall rate for six soils. Initial-
ly, the infiltration rate is limited by the rainfall 
rate, i . Then, soil surface capillary potential 
goes to zero and surface runoff begins at the time 
denoted t in Fig. 3-5. This time marks the begin-
p 
ning of the infiltration decay-type function that has 
the form: 
f f + A(t-t )-a .. 0 (3-53) 
where f is the infiltration rate; f~ is the steady-
state infiltration rate; t is time; t
0 
is the ver-
tical asymptote of infiltration decay function; and 
A and a are parameters unique to a soil, initial 
moisture, and rainfall rate. 
For instantaneous ponding at t = 0 , Eq. (3-53) 
also applies, since this condition represents the case 
where i ~ e , and consequently t
0 
= 0 . Smith found 
that use of dimensionless variables would result in a 
single normalized infiltration equation; the dimension-
less variables are defined as 
i ., i "'r• ... 
dimensionless rainfall 
c. f dimensionless infiltration "'r · .. 
t. 
t 
"'f dimensionless time 
0 
where f , f.. i , t are defined previously, and 
T
0 
is designated as a normalizing time . 
The normalizing time is defined as 
JTo As-ads = f T .. 0 
0 
(3-54) 
where s is the time variable of integration. For 
sudden ponding, this normalizing time is the time at 
which one-half of the total accumulated infiltration 
is due to the constant infiltration rate, f .. , and 
one-half of the accumulated infiltration is due to the 
variable infiltration rate. The solution of Eq. (3-54) 
is 
A 1/a 
To = [ (1-a)f ] .. (3-55) 
A graphical presentation of T
0 
, as defined by Eq. 
(3-54) for a ponded i nitial condition, is shown in 
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Fig. 3- 6 Normalizing Time, T
0 
(after Smi t h, 1972) 
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by using the above dimensionless variabl es for infil-
tration and time , results in 
-a ) f. • 1 + (l -a)(t.-t
0
.) (3-56 




The value of the non-dimensionalization procedure 
is that parameter T
0 
is much more nearly a constant 
for a wide range of i* than is paramet er A . This 
is demonstrated i n the experimental results of Smith 
(1972) reproduced in Fig's. 3-7 and 3- 8 . Clearly the 
wider variations of A are s ignificantly reduced by 
using Eq. (3-56) with T
0 
from Eq. (3- 55). 
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Dimensionless Rainfall Rote, '• 
Fig. 3-7 Variation of T
0 
With Rainfall Rate, i • 
(after Smith, 1972) 
fal l rate for the six soils t hat Smith tested. There 
was very little variation of T
0 
with i • greater 
than 5 for any soil . The loams and clays showed l it-
tle variation of T
0 
at any rainfall rate. Figure 
3-8 shows the variation of A and a for the soils 
test ed for a range of rainfall rates under const ant 
init ial moisture conditions, and indicates t hat t he 
value of a approaches a constant at higher rat es of 
i •. 
Use of Eq. (3-56) to descr i be rainfall i nfiltra-
tion impl ies determination of four par amet ers ; f. , 
ct 
-c 
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Fig. 3-8 Range of Values for A and a (after 
Smith, 1972) 
a , ~0 , and t 0 * . Alternately, Eq . (3-53) requires 
values for f® , A , a , and t
0 
Appendix A illus~ 
trates the estimation of the four dimensioned para~ 
meters from infiltrometer data. The term f is .. 
considered a basic"soil parameter. Clearly, T
0 
may 




is related to time of ponding, 
t which is an important value needed in rainfall 
p 
infiltration simulation . Clearly, one point on the 
infiltration curve in Fig. 3~5 is (i, tp) . Thus, 
from Eq. (3-53), 
t t 
0 p 
or, in dimensionless t erms, from Eq. (3-56), 
t = t _ {~-a ]1/a 
o* p* 1.-1 
(3-57) 
(3-58) 
Time of ponding has been studied extensively in 
various approximations and numerical solutions to the 
basic soil water flow equations (Eq. (2-5)). Smith 
(1972) demonstrat ed that an excellent approximation 
for t * under a wide range of patterns of i.(t) , p 
t < t , could be obtained by predicting accumul ated 
p 
infiltration at ponding, Fp For uniform i* , Fp* 
is i*tp* , but for any pattern, numerical simulation 
indicates (Smith and ·Chery, 1973) 
13 
(3-59) 
Parameters y and ~ may be found by logarithmic 
plotting of Fp ~· ip*-1 , as shown in Fig. 3-9. 
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Fig. 3-9 Relation of Infiltrated Volume at Ponding, 
Fp , t o Dimensionless Rainfall Rate i* 
Experiments are required to determine values for y 
and a for a particular soil ; however, a was found 
to be very close to 2.0 for six selected soils 
(Parlange and Smith, 1976). Then, one infiltrometer 
run could provide data for estimating y from Eq. 
(3-59). 
A second method to estimate Fp may be taken 
from Parlange and Smith (1976), who devised a method 
to predict t * with only one parameter, which is p 
related by theory directly to soil physical properties. 
Figure 3-10 indicates a proportionality between 
ln (i.li.-1) and F This figure uses the same data 
p 
(Parlange and Smi th, 1976) 
form, Fp « ln(i.li.~l) 




f® , we may also write, in dimensionless terms, 
(3~60) 
Bp , the dimensionless slope of each line in Fig . . 3-10 , 
becomes the dimensionless ponding coefficient , one of 
the basic infiltrati on model parameters . 
Either Eq. (3-59) or (3-60) may be used to deter-
mine t for a rainfall pattern composed of rain rate 
p 
pulses. A simple accounting procedure i s used, where-
by at the end of the kth rain pulse, the accumulated 
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Fig. 3-10 Parlange ' s Derived Relation Between 
Infiltrated Volume at Pending, Fp , 
and Dimensionless Rainfall Rate, i* , 
Demonstrated for Six Soils 
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LL 
Ponding occurs when F = Fp(ik) , which may be in t he 
middle of a pul se. Thus , if Fk-l < Fp ( ik_1) but 
Fk > Fp(ik) , we find 6t = tp - tk- l such that · 
(3-62) 
For t > tp , infiltration decay proceeds as for 
uniform rainfall rate, as long as i ~ f~ Having 




* may be determined from Eq. 
The procedure discussed above permits calculation 
of i nfiltration based upon di mensionless Eq . (3-56) , 
under conditions of constant, uniform, initial soil 
water. To be applicable to most field problems of 
infiltration, the procedure should have the capability 
of handling variable initial soil water conditions as 
well. 
Results of numerical experiments, using a wide 
range of initial relative saturation, Si , show a 
nearly linear relationship with the normalizing time, 
T
0 
, ·except for swelling soils, as shown in Fig. 3-11 
(Smith, 1972). The data indi cate the Si intercept 
occurs very cl ose to the maximum relative. saturation, 
S
0 
, ~hich was 0.90 to 0.95 for the soil data used . 
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Fig. 3-11 Variation of T
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with Initial Soil Water 
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is a constant, to be experimentally deter-
mined for each soil. Figure 3-12 illustrates the varia-
tion of tp* with initial relative saturation for all 
soils tested and indicates that a good first approxi-
mation for non-swelling soils is to consider dimension-
less pending time, t * , to be independent of S. 
--- p 1 
This results from the variation of T
0 
with Si , 
which scales t to account for variations in S. p 1 
Finally, simulation of infiltration for soils, 
where the total available pore volume has been reduced 
by large rocks in the soil (Smith, unpublished) has 
shown that the basic scaling parameter, T
0 
, is pro-
portionally reduced by an increasing proportion of 
rock volume. If we define relative rock content, vr 
as volume of rock per unit volume , we may expand Eq. 
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3.4 Computer Program KINGEN 
KINGEN is a computer program based upon the math-
ematical model developed in this chapter. The model 
can compute flow for the following geometrical segments: 
overl and flow over a rectangular impervious _surface, 
overland flow over a rectangular pervious surface with 
an infiltration component to compute rainfall excess, 
open channel flow in a trapezoidal-shaped channel, and 
free surface f l ow in a circul ar conduit . Watershed 
geometry is represented by combinations of the segments 
just mentioned. Computer model parameters are estimated 
from available information about the watershed. This 
information may be obtained from topogr aphic maps , 
aerial photographs, soil surveys, property development 
records, watershed reconnaissance, or any other source 
that may contain hydrologic information. Input data .' 
are utilized by t he computer model to sequentially 
compute the outflow hydrograph from each s egment. The 
lowest point on the watershed. Figure 3-13 is a flow 
chart of KINGEN and provides a brief outline of the 
computational logic utilized in the model. 
computation begins on the segment at the highest el eva-




The Jata used in this investigation are from three 
wat er~heJs: a) the Rainfall-Runoff Experimental Facil-
ity at Co lorado State University, hereafter called 
IHWF, b) an experimental agricultural watershed at 
Edwardsville, Illinois, and c) an urban area near 
llt•nver , Colorado, that has been selected as an experi-
mental watershed by the United States Geological Survey. 
These watersheds represent a variety of conditions. 
The geometry of RREF is simple and the surface is im-
per vious. The agricultural watershed geometry is more 
complex than the geometry of RREF but although the 
surface is still relatively uniform, the area is per-
vious. The geometry of the urban watershed is quite 
complex and there is a mixture of impervious and per-
vious area. 
4.1 Col orado State University Rainfall-Runoff 
Experimental Facility 
Dickinson, Holland, and Smith (1967) described 
the original concepts and initial experiments with an 
experimental watershed composed of two planes contri-
buting laterally to a triangular-shaped channel with 
a segment of a cone at the upstream end of the channel. 
Fawkes (1972) gives details of the watershed as it has 
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Fig. 4-1 Colorado State University Rainfall- Runoff 
Experimental Facility (after Fawkes, 1972) 
shed is designed to be large enough to avoid t he prob-
lem of scaling in laboratory hydrologic models but the 
size is not so large that good control of the input 
and output cannot be maintained. The simulated rain-
fall is supplied by a grid of lawn sprinklers support-
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ed 10 f t above the surface and centrally controlled 
for simultaneous operation. The input rate can be 
varied as 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 in/hr. Since these rates 
are only approximate, the exact input i s calculated by 
allowing an event to run until an equilibrium dis-
charge is reached. This equilibrium rate is the input 
rate for a set of partial equilibrium events. 
Discharge is gaged by two H-flumes equipped wi th 
FWl water stage recorders. The FWl recorders have 
been modified to give a time resolution of 5 sec per 
smal lest chart division. The stage is converted to 
discharge by the rating cur ve for the appropriate 
size flume. Runoff from the watershed can be gaged 
at two points; discharge from the converging section 
is measured before it flows into the channel, and the 
total discharge is measured at the lowest point on 
the watershed. 
The watershed is impervious butyl rubber laid 
over sand that has been graded to a constant slope of 
S\ on the converging section, 5\ on the planes and 3\ 
on the channel. Experiments have been conducted with 
the rubber surface or with additional material placed 
on top of the rubber to increase the resistance. to 
flow. Gravel spread at 0.75 in. uniformly over the 
surface is the most commonly used material for i ncreas-
ing the surface roughness. Varyi ng densities of gravel 
as well as different spatial distribution of the gravel 
on the watershed surface have been used. 
4.2 Edwardsville, Illinois, Watershed 
From 1940 to 1943, extensive hydrologic field 
investigations were conducted on several small agri-
cul tural watersheds near Edwardsville, Illinois 
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Fig. 4-2 Experimental Watersheds Near Edwardsvill e, 
Illinois 
watersheds had previously been equipped with rain gages 
and weirs for recording rainfall and runoff. The in-
vestigations recorded information about soil moisture, 
soil temperature, soil structure, vegetat ive cover, 
and infiltration characteristics of test plots . This 
study is confined to the smallest watershed which is 
designated W-1, a 27.2-acre fan-shaped ar ea . 
Description of the Watershed 
Watershed W-1 is a cultivated area with a range 
in elevation of about 20 ft and nearly t wo-thirds of 
the area having slope of about 1%, except near the 
waterways where the slope may be near 10%. There are 
about 1600 ft of waterways on the watershed, as shown 
in Fig. 4-3, with average channel slope of about 2%. 
From 1940 to 1943, the watershed cover was 100% alfal-
fa (Minshall, 1962). The soils on this watershed are 
Alma and Bogota silt loams, which are of loessial ori-
gin and overlie glacial till with a claypan layer at 
depths of 10 to 20 in. When these soils are dry and 
protected with a good vegetative cover, they take in 
precipitation rapidly until the surface is saturated. 
After surface saturation, additional precipitation re-
sults in a high percentage of runoff. The mean annual 
precipitation in the area is about 40 i n. distributed 
throughout the year. April , May and June have slightly 
higher amounts of rainfall than other months. The type 
of precipitation varies from snow and sleet i n winter 
to short-duration convective thunderstorms in summer. 
Figure 4-3 also shows a schematic representation of a 
kinematic cascade model for Watershed W-1 . 
Infiltration and RainfaZZ-Runoff Data 
The i nfiltration surveys were conducted using a 
type "F" infiltrometer on 6- by 12-ft rectangular 
plots at r epresentative locations over the watershed. 
Soil moisture sampl es were taken before each experi-
ment. The simulated rainfall rate was calibrated by 
measuring the runoff rate from the plot; the infiltra-
tion was computed as the difference between the rain-
fal l and runoff rates. This procedure, which neglects 
the surface storage lag, can l ead to errors in comput-
ed infiltration rate (Smith, 1976). These infiltra-
tion experiments were used to aid in calibrating the 
i nfiltration component of the watershed model. 
Precipitation was measured with a recording rain 
and snow gage capable of a time resolution of 30 sec . 
Runoff from t he watershed was measured at the outlet 
by a 30-in. broad-crested, concrete, weir with a 2:1 
side slope continuously monitored with a water stage 
recorder. 
4.3 Urban Watershed near Denver, Col orado 
Early in 1968, the U. S. Geological Survey began 
a cooperative study with the Denver Regional Council 
of Governments and the Urban Drainage and Flood Control 
District to collect and analyze rainfall-runoff data 
f r om small drainage basins in the Denver metropolitan 
area. By 1972, 30 urban stations had recorded rain-
fall-runoff data. These watersheds were selected to 
provide a wide range of values in drainage area, per-
centage of impervious cover, slope and length of main 
channel. This present study is restricted to a single, 
arbitrarily chosen watershed i n Northglenn, a suburb 
of Denver. Figure 4-4 shows the relative location of 
1lillcrest Drain, USGS Station No. 06720300. Figure 
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Rainfa~~-Runoff Data 
Detailed records of rainfall and water stage are 
collected at each station by simultaneous operation of 
two digital recorders t hat code data on a 16-channel 
Fig. 4-4 U.S.G.S. Rainfall- Runoff Stations near 
Denver (after Ducret and Hodges, 1972) 
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Fig. 4-5 Hillcrest Drain Watershed near Northglenn, 
Colorado 
paper tape at 5-min. intervals. A single timer pro-
vides synchronous actuation of both recorders , which 
eliminates timing discrepancies that may occur when 
separate t iming mechanisms are utilized for two re-
corders. The stage-discharge relationship at Hillcrest 
Drain has been determined by the step-backwater method 
18 
because the flow is controlled by the resistance in 
the reach of channel downstream from the gage. 
The rainfall- runoff data through 1971 from the 
Colorado small basins were published by Ducret and 
Hodges (1972). Rainfall is printed as interval depths 
for time increments of 5 min. or more. The tabulation 
of precipitation intervals does not begin until t he 
precipitation in a 5-min. interval exceeds 0.015 in. 
The runoff data are printed as stage height in feet 
with 10 ft. representing the bottom of the gage; this 
stage height has been converted to discharge (in cubic 
feet per second). 
Watershed Characteristics 
The Denver area has a mean annual precipitation 
of about 13 in. unevenly distributed throughout the 
year. Winter precipitation is snow; there is a pro-
nounced rainy season between April and September when 
most of the rainfall results from short-duration, 
high-intensity thunderstorms. 
The Hillcrest Drain area was rural before 1955. 
Early development began slowly but during the 1960's, 
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Fig. 4-6 Urbanization of Hillcrest Drain Watershed 
the sequential urbanization of the area as measured 
by the percent of impervious cover on the watershed. 
The watershed is comprised of single-family dwellings, 
one school and adjacent grounds plus the playground 
of another school, and a small area of businesses at 
the northern edge of the watershed. 
The soils on this watershed are Fort Collins clay 
and clay loam with a moderate to heavy texture. These 
soils devel oped from alluvial material carried from 
the mountains to the west and deposited on top sand-
stone and shale formations (Harper, et. al., 1932). 
The soil is well developed and infiltrates water mod-
erately if the surface is· protected by a vegetative 
cover and not compacted. Most of the pervious area 
is covered with thick bluegrass that is maintained as 
well watered lawns. 
The land surface slopes gradually to the north-
east at a 1 to 2\ grade. The surface geometry and 
storm sewer information was obtained from drawings 
and specifications filed with the city of Northglenn 
by the developers of the area; the watershed was field-
checked to verify the physiographic features . 
4.4 Data Evaluation and Limitations 
The analysi s of data used in this i nvestigation 
is difficult because each of the three groups of data 
has been observed and recorded in a different manner. 
The two natural watersheds, Edwardsvil le and Hillcrest 
Drain, have a common problem that results from observ-
ing, or at least reporting the continuous processes of 
rainfall and runoff by a series of discrete points of 
time and rate. Use of the RREF minimizes this problem 
by designing the experiments so that rainfall occurs 
in discrete pulses. 
The timing and variability of natural rainfall is 
a feature that is difficult to precisely define but is 
important when a watershed model is used for predicting 
the runoff, Use of the RREF eliminates some of these 
problems because the control system is designed so that 
the beginning and ending of the rainfall or a change in 
the rate occurs with negligible delay from the system 
command. The spatial variability of rainfall on the 
RREF is minimized by having the sprinkler grid properly 
located and adjusted. The RREF data have been correct-
ed for small discrepancies that may result when the 
computed rainfall volume is compared with the observed 
runoff volume. The beginning of rainfall on a natural 
watershed is often subjectively defined, as is the case 
of the Hillcrest Drain urban area. The start of rain-
fall is defined as at least 0.015 in. in a 5-min. per-
iod. For example, if a rainfall event begins very 
slowly, e.g., 0.02 in. in a 10-min. period, this would 
not be recorded as the beginning of the event, because 
it is less than the minimum specified amount; however, 
this 0.02 in. could have a significant effect on infil-
tration and detention storage in the watershed. If a 
significant rain pulse begins after the 10-min. inter-
val, the rain gage records this as the beginning of 
rainfall, instead of the actual beginning 10-min. ear-
lier. The problem of defining the rainfall beginning 
is not so clear on the Edwardsville watershed because 
no minimum criterion is stated for the start. Gener-
ally, the start is defined by an observer who scans 
the rainfall record until a response is perceived; this 
may introduce a bias by the' observer. The problem of 
defining the time rainfall begins can be minimized by 
selecting a period when most rainfall events begin 
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very quickly with high intensities. This is generally 
true of convective storms during the summer in both 
the Edwardsville, Illinois, and Denver, Colorado, 
areas . 
The spatial variability of rainfall over a natur-
al watershed is another problem that can cause diffi-
culties in interpretation. Often, a watershed has no 
more than one precipitation gage on or near the area. 
This single point rainfall is sometimes assumed to 
occur uniformly over the area, whereas, actually, the 
storm can be moving or changing intensities different-
ly throughout the· watershed. Even if more than one 
precipitation gage is available, it is difficult to 
determine the area of the watershed that a raingage 
represents. One means of alleviating the spatial var-
iability problem is to restrict the analysis to small 
watersheds where the assumption of uniform rainfall 
is justified. All of the watersheds in this study are 
less than 180 acres in size. 
Discharge measurements can be another possible 
source of errors for any of the three watersheds in 
the investigations. However, the RREF and Edwards-
ville watershed are equipped with a flume or weir that 
has been laboratory tested and isbelieved to be accurate 
within a few percent. The step-backwater rating at 
Hillcrest Drain may be susceptible to significant 
errors if good control is not maintained in the meas-
ured section. The largest source of error may result 
from the data being discretized, as is done at Hill-
crest Drain for 5-min. intervals. There can be a 
significant variation of discharge during a 5-min. 
period. 
In the previous section, problems that may exist 
in the observed data used in this study have been dis-
cussed. These possible errors must be considered 
whenever one attempts to draw conclusions from results 
that utilize observed data for input to the model, 
e.g. , rainfall, or for comparison to computed results, 
e.g., outflow hydrograph. 
Chapter 5 
RESULTS 
5.1 Flow Routi ng i n Circular Conduits 
The mathematical equations to route flows i n an 
open channel of circular cross section with no lateral 
inflow were presented in the section on Circu~ 
CZosed Conduits . The parametric equation for discharge 
was based on the Darcy-Weisbach formula. Many engi-
ne·ers are accumstomed t o using Manning ' s discharge for-
mula for flows in st orm sewers. A large portion of 
publ ished data concerning storm sewers gives Manning's 
n as the resistance factor . These facts warrant the 
use of Manning ' s n for flow resistance in s tor m 
sewers in this study . The relationship of f and n 





Equation (5-l) indicates f varies according to the 
hydraulic radius for a constant n . Figure 3-4 shows 
how the ratio of f divided by the full pipe f var-
ies as a funct ion of depth for circular cross sections. 
Initial numerical experiments were conduct ed 
utilizing a second order Lax-Wendroff finite difference 
scheme similar to that developed for t he trapezoidal 
channel with the appropriate changes made for circular 
geometry. The time st ep for computation was based 
upon an approximation of Eq. (3-51) and is 
(S-2) 
The experiments indicated that small time steps were 
required to maintain stability for gradually varied 
flow of small magnitude. Large flows would have re-
quired very small time increments and made the compu-
tational cost of calculating flows too high for prac-
tical use. The decision was made to test an implicit 
finite difference scheme so that the pr oblem of small 
time steps could be eliminated . The four point i mpli-
cit scheme was presented in the section on CirauZar 
CZosed Conduits and is illustrated in Fig. 5-l. The 
o Known 
l::J.x 
X Unknown v----........, 
! ( 6tl 
\ ,.....---~ 
k- 1 k ·--
Fig, 5-l Implicit Finite Difference Grid 
figure show.s the point at which the value for cross 
sectional area is unknown. The dashed arrows show 
the pairs of nodal points that are used when computing 
derivatives in the time and space dir ections. 
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The kinematic wave-routing technique was tested 
on data published by Harris (1970). Harris developed 
a computer program to route flows through storm drains 
using the method of characteristics to solve the com-
plete equations of continuity and momentum. This pro-
gram was verified utilizing data from tests conducted 
at Colorado State University on a 3-ft. diameter pipe, 
824 ft . l ong. The program accurately reproduced the 
measured flows. The shortcomings of the method of 
characteristics i s the relativel y large computational 
time and comput er storage required. Harris needed a 
method to route flows i n real t ime, i.e. whi le the 
event was still occurring, on a small computer. He 
concluded that the method of characteristics did not 
meet his requirements. However, the method of char-
acteristics did provide an accurate method with which 
Harris could verify simplified methods . In this study, 
the results of the method of characteristics as devel-
oped by Harris a l so serves as the criterion to eval-
uate the performance of the kinematic flood routing 
model. Harris conducted some numerical experiments 
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The variable w of Eq. (3-52) was defined as a weight-
ing factor for ~he space derivatives and acts as a 
damping coefficient. It can theoretically have a range 
of values from 0 to 1. However, for w < l/2 the 
scheme is unstable. When w = 1/2 equal weight is 
gi ven to the space derivatives at time l evels j and 
j + 1 . This value of w corresponds t o no damping 
being introduced from the finite difference scheme; 
however, some artificial damping may be beneficial when 
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Fig. S-2 Variation of Peak Discharge and Timing with 
Weighting Factor, w 
trates the effect of a variable w on peak discharge 
and the timing of the peaks. The computed peak dis-
charge and time to peak are denoted 0 and T 
'P p ' 
respectively, and the observed peak discharge and time 
to peak are denoted Q and T , respectively. The 
minimum value of the deviation in discharge is about 
w = 0.9 , but within the range 0. 7 < w < 1.0 the 
deviation is very small and not sensit ive to the value 
of w . As w approaches 0.5, the devi ation increases 
rapidly. The artificial damping effect of w can 
often be used beneficially to suppress the minor per-
turbations that may be introduced into the computation 
due to the numerical scheme. Precaution must be ob-
served when w is allowed to approach the value of 1, 
because the resulting damping may be sufficient to ob-
scure a feature of the model that could be important 
in the calculated flows. Figure 5-2 shows that the 
deviation in timing of the peak is not affect ed by 
variation of w . This relationship of timing and w 
is the condition that is expected because w influ-
ences only the space derivative and not the time der-
ivative. 
Figure 5-3 shows t he results of sensitivity tests 
of the time increment, ~T , and the length increment, 
5.0 
• 6J (Left a Bottom Scale l 
.. o ~(Right a Upper Scale l 
Q "' I 
Q 
1.0 
Fig. 5-3 Variation of Peak Discharge with Length and 
Time Increments 
6X . Because the finite difference scheme is implicit, 
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Fig. 5-4(a) Comparison of Flow Routing Techniques 
for Circular Conduits 
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the 6T is specified and not changed through the flow 
computation. The results i ndicate that for AT/T , 
where T is the total duration of the event, in the 
range of values 0.01 to 0.05, the peak discharge is 
not ve-ry sensitive. However, for values of 6T /T ~ 100 
greater than 0.05, the peak response is sensitive to ~ 
the time increment. Choice of a 6T increment should ~ 60 
be related to the time characteristics of the system ~ 
response. If the inflow hydrograph varies significant- i5 60 
ly during a period of time, the model time increment 
must be capable of accounting for the variations. The 
results of tests on the length increment indicate that 
it is not necessary to choose very small 6X incre-
ments; in fact, the smallest AX tested resulted in 
the largest error . 
Hydrographs computed with the ki nematic routing 
technique were compared with Harris' numerical exper-
iments. Figures 5-4a, b and c show the resul ts of 
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Fig. 5-4(c) Comparison of Flow Routing Techniques 
for Circular Conduits 
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conduit previously described in this section. The 
kinemat ic hydrographs fit the hydrographs computed by 
the method of characteristics very well. It is shown 
that kinematic routing consistently overpredicts the 
peak discharge by a small amount and slightly under-
predicts the recession hydrograph. Barris ' simplified 
routing technique, called progressive-average lag, is 
also plotted in Fig. 5-4a, b, and c. This technique 
uses a group of averages of the inflow hydrograph to 
offset and reduce the upstream input. The kinematic 
routing and progressive-average lag technique compare 
very closely at most points on the hydrograph . The 
advantage the kinematic technique has over the lag 
technique is the kinematic routing, based upon the 
hydraul ics of the flow, while the lag routing requires 
at least three observed hydrographs to calibrate rout-
ing constants. 
In this section, a kinematic routing procedure 
for flows in circular conduits has been analyzed. The 
technique was shown to give good results as compared 
with a routing technique using the method of character-
istics to solve the complete equations of continuity 
and momentum. The kinematic routing procedure has the 
advantage over a simplified lagging technique in that 
kinematic routing can be used for design studies in 
areas without data because no historical hydrographs 
are required to evaluate any routing cons~ants as is 
required for the lagging technique. 
5.2 Incorporation of Infiltration Component 
depth on the surface is quite small and, consequently, 
a rather large time-interval is calculated . As the 
infiltration rate decreases, the lateral inflow in-
creases, resulting in an increase of the depth. This 
increase results in a smaller time interval being re-
quired to maintain numerical stability. The dilemma 
of the conflicting time intervals for the surface and 
infiltration components is sol ved by developing an 
empirical time interval as defined by 
(5-3) 
where CF is a coefficient greater than unity; TI 
is the time at the beginning of a rainfall increment; 
f is the infiltration rate for the past time interval; 
and f., is the steady-state infiltration rate. Equa-
tion (5-3) defines a time increment that is small when 
f is large in comparison with f., but as f approach-
es f., , the time increment increases. The range of 
values of the coefficient CF that have been used in 
this study are from 1. 25 to 3.0. The lower value cor-
responds to studies on one or two planes, while the 
higher value corresponds to complex geometry of a cas-






Smith's (1972) infiltration model was presented 
in Section 3.3. A computer subroutine, called XPLINF, 
based upon the mathematics of that section was devel-
oped by Smith, modified, and incorporated with the 
kinematic surface runoff model, KINGEN. Infiltration 
rate is computed in the XPLINF algorithm, with rain-
fall assumed to be constant over the time interval. 
Rainfa1l excess, the difference between precipitation 
and infiltration, is provided interactively to each 
node of the surface runoff component. A few modifica-
tions have been made to the original infiltration mod-
el to reduce computation time. 
.::; 





The original method of finding the time to pond-
ing was to iterate through the rainfall hyetograph by 
some small time step until the accumulated rainfal l 
volume equalled or exceeded the infiltration volume, 
predicted by Eq. (3-61). A modification to the sub-
routine was made so that Eq. (3-62) is now used to 
solve for the time to ponding. If 6tk exceeds the 
length of the kth rainfall increment, the infiltrat-
ed volume is increased by the amount of accumulated 
rainfall for the kth increment and Eq. (3-62) is 
solved for the (k+l)th increment. These steps are 
repeated until the time to ponding is found. 
The infiltration subroutine was also modified so 
that it would not be necessary to compute infiltra-
tion at each time interval required to maintain numer-
ical stability for surface routing. Figure 3-5 shows 
how the infiltration rate changes rapidly just after 
time t but then the rate of change of the infiltra-
p 
tion rate decreases and ultimately approaches zero as 
the 'steady-state infiltration rate, f., , is approach-
ed . The shortest time intervals to compute infiltra-
tion should occur just after t with the time i nter-
p 
vals increased as f., is approached. However, the 
time interval computed by the surface runoff component 
has the opposite proportionate size as required for the 















Fig . S-5 
~W"'ro'"" Discharge from Cascade of Three 
l -, 




Infiltration and Runoff from a Pervious 
Plane 
an example of pulsed rainfall input onto a cascade of 
three infiltrating planes, the infiltration function 
and the resulting outflow hydrograph from the rainfall 
excess . Besides the continuous infiltration function 
Fig. 5-5 shows the step-like function of infiltration' 
that results when the subroutine XPLINF is called once 
for each time interval as defined by Eq. (5-3). Two 
outflow hydrographs are shown where one is the response 
to the rainfall e·xcess routed over a smooth surface 
with a Chezy coefficient of friction, C = 15.6 . The 
other hydrograph is the response to the rainfall ex-
cess routed over a roughened surface with a Chezy C ~ 
8.5 . These two hydrographs demonstrate how the res-
ponse is related to the surface characteristics and 
also the infiltration characteristics . 
Testing the InfiZtration Model 
The infiltration component was tested on some 
infil trometer experiments from the Edwardsville, I lli-
nois , watershed described in Section 4.2. Recorded 
data from the infiltrometer experiments along with a 
s'oil survey of the watershed were used to estimate 
the model parameters. The Alma and Bogota silt loams 
of the watershed corresponded closely with the Colby 
silt loam (constant ~) with which Smith (1972) con-
ducted experiments. Table 5- l l i sts the values of the 



















*this const.1ttt is relnteu to tho norno~ li :ing ti.mc by Eq . (3 - 63) 
model parameters as estimat ed from Smith's work . The 
normalizing time for each infiltrometer test was esti-
mated by the technique illustrated in Fig. 3-6 of plot-
ting the accumulated infiltration vs. time. The nor-
malizing time is then estimated from the plot to be 
that time at which half of the total infiltration vol-
ume is due to f and half to the variable infiltra-.. 
tion rate . The parameters Si and f .. were measured 
directly for each infiltrometer experiment. Figures 
S-6 to S- 8 show the computed and observed results of 
the infilt rometer tests . Th~ infiltrometer tests show 
a wide range of infiltration responses. The slope of 
these plots varies from 11% to less than 1% and seems 
to affect infiltration rates . Plots 1 and 2 have the 
highest slope and the lowest minimum infiltration rates. 
It would have been possible to obtain a much better fit 
of the observed hydrograph for individua l experiments 
by adjusting for hydrograph lag or by optimizing the 
infiltration parameters. However, the primary object-
ive was to test the infiltration component of the model 
using only a priori information that was obtained from 
soi l characteristics and field tests. 
Infil t ration Sensiti vit y 
The sensitivity of the infiltration component was 
analyzed by a series of tests utilizing parameter per-
turbation . So that errors in the data did not influ-
ence the tests, the "observed" response was generated 
by the model for a selected set of parameters. The 
parameters were then varied about the original set. 
The "observed" parameters are given in Table S-2 . The 
23 
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Fig. 5-6 Plots 1 and 2 Infiltrometer Tests 
value of S
0 
has been held constant at 0.95 through-
out t his analysis. The results of the sensitivity 
analysi s ate presented in Figs. 5-9 and 5-10. 
The objective function for the sensitivity anal-
ysis is 
( 
F-F ) 2 
O.F. = --7- (S-4) 
where F is the total "observed" accumulated infil-
tration and F is the predicted infiltration. This 
p 
objective function was compared t·o the sum of devia-
tions for a set of points along the entire infiltra-
tion curve. The distribution is similar, except the 
magnitude is di fferent . Therefore, the simpler ob-
jective function is used . The "0" subscripted para-
meters in Figs . 5-9 and 5-10 refer to those values 
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Fig. 5-7 Plots 3 and 4 Infiltrometer Tests 
Table 5-2 "Observed" Infiltration Parameters for 
Sensitivity Tests 
Parameter Value of 
Parameter 




f .. 0.40 
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Fig. 5-8 Plots 5 and 6 Infiltrometer Tests 
from Table 5- 2. Figures 5-9 and 5-10 are arranged so 
that each succeeding figure has the normalized devia-
tion scal e reduced by a factor of 10 from the previous 
figure. From thes e plots , one concludes that minimum 
infiltration is the most sensitive parameter for in-
filtration with the initial water content and the 
constant relating water content and normalizing time 
being somewhat less sensitive. The most sensitive 
parameters are fortunately those that have the most 
physical significance and can be estimated from fie ld 
experiments if they are available. The par ameters a 
and y are the most difficult to estimate from field 
measurements but also least affect the computed infil-
tration. 
5.3 Testing the Watershed Model 
The previous two sections of this chapter have 
involved the devel opment and verification of compo-
nents of the computer model. These components have 
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Infiltration Sensitivity of a 
2.0 
and y 
together they form a complete watershed model of rain-
fall and associated runoff. The remainder of this 
chapter is devoted to testing the model on several ex-
perimental watersheds that vary in surface character-
istics, pervi ous and impervious areas, and degree of 
precision with which the rainfall-runoff process is 
measured. 
Colorado State University Rainfall-Runof f EXperimental 
facili ty 
Past studies of the data from this facility have 
concentrated on the upstream conic section that accounts 
for slightly more than half the area. This study is 
concerned with analyzing data for the entire watershed 
so that the composit e effect of a conic section, planes , 
and a triangular-shaped channel can be studied. Simu-
lation tests were conducted on two types of surface 
configurations, a butyl rubber surface over the entire 
watershed and a butyl rubber surface covered with 20-
25 
lb. of gravel/yd2 over the lower one-third of the conic 
section and one-third of the two planes . The conic 
section was represented by a series of cascading planes. 
Kibler and Woolhiser (1970) present a procedure to 
determine the appropriate width of planes to approxi-
mate a conic section while maintaining the correct 
area. 
The first hypothesis to be tested is that a con-
stant friction relationship is sufficient to describe 
the flow regime. Detailed investigations of the mech-
anics of overland flow (Woo and Brater, 1962; Yu and 
McNown, 1964; and Fawkes, 1972) indicate that flow 
begins as laminar and then becomes turbulent as the 
Reynolds number increases. Thus, a more precise fric-
tion relationship would be variable , with the highest 
roughness when depth is small and roughness decreasing 
as the depth of flow increases. However, the hypo-
thesis of constant friction is formulated on the 
assumption that the composite geometry and finite 
difference approximation would mask the laminar-tur-
bulent effect. A constant value for the Chezy C 
friction coefficient was obtained from Singh's (1974) 
study of the data from the RREF. He obtained values 
for the kinematic wave coefficient a by optimizing 
on the peak discharges for rainfall-runoff events from 
the conic section. Values of a were obtained for 
each event. Average a ' s for a set of events from 
the same surface configuration were used to estimate 
a constant friction factor. Chezy ' s C was obtained 
by relating a and C by the equation . 
c • ::..._ 
IS 
(5-5) 
After the initial runs were made, the conclusion was 
drawn that a constant friction factor was adequate to 
match peak rates but in some cases the rising limb of 
the hydrograph was not well simulated. The results 
of some of these tests are presented in Figs. 5-11 
and 5-12. 
An alternative to the constant friction relation-
ship is one of the types of variable friction laws 
used by Fawkes (1972) on the CSU facility. This type 
of friction relationship accounts for laminar-turbulent 
flow regime and also has the capability of accounting 
for flow resistance due to the impact of rain drops 
on the surface. Figure 5-13 shows the variable fric-
tion relationship. The paramet ers of the friction 
relationship aTe k , a constant; R a transition-
eT ' 
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Fig. 5-11 RREF Hydrographs from Butyl Rubber and 
Gravel Surface 
The q variable is the r ainfall rate . These para-
meters were estimated from Fawke ' s (1972) study of 
runoff from butyl rubber and graveled surfaces for the 
conic se~tion. The best results were obtained by us-
ing k values that were about 50\ higher than the 
average k value as comput ed by Fawkes . The results 
of simulations using a laminar-turbulent friction re-
lationship are plotted in Figs. 5-11 and 5-12, along 
with the simulations using a constant friction rela-
tionship. These figures allow comparison of the two 
friction relationships that have been used in the wat -
ershed model. In three of the four cases, the peak 
discharge is more closely approximated by the constant 
Chezy C relationship, while the laminar-t ur bulent rela; 
tionship consistently matches the rising limb of the 
hydrographs, especially for t he surface of a combina-
tion of butyl rubber and gravel. Before drawing con-
clusions about which of the friction relationships is 
best, we must consider the technique by which the 
parameters were estimated. Singh optimized only on 
the peak discharge rates, while Fawkes optimized the 
parameters based upon the entire hydrographs . This 
choice of objective functions is reflected in the per-
for mance of the model , as use of Singh's C values 
results in a better fit of peaks, while use of Fawke' s 
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Fig. 5-12 RREF Hydrographs from Butyl Rubber Surface 
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Fig. 5-13 Laminar-Turbulent Friction Relationship 
Schaake 's Urban Watershed 
Schaake (1965 , 1970) reported the resul ts of com-
puter simulations of runoff from a small urban catch-
ment that has been studied by the Johns Hopkins Univ-
ersity Storm Drainage Research Project. The results 
are used in this study to provide an independent ver -
ification of the surface water routing portion of the 
watershed model that has been developed in previous 
sections. Schaake (1965) presented results from a 
deterministic runoff model based on the compl ete un-
steady flow equations for channel routing and overland 
flow routing. Schaake (1970) presented results of 
the simulation of an event, where the computer model 
was based upon kinematic routing for both channel and 
overland flow. This event had also been reported in 
the 1965 publication. There is very little difference 
in the computed results from these two different mod-
els. The storm designated 3SPL1 , and the 0. 39-acre 
watershed, designated SPLl, have been described in 
detail in Schaake' s 1970 publication. A diagram of 
the watershed and the geometry of Schaake's computer 
segments are shown in Fig. S-14. Schaake specified 
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Fig. 5-14 Geometric Characteristics of Small Urban 
Area (after Schaake, 1970) 
that overland flow for the watershed should be comput-
ed by a laminar flow relationship. His roughness para-
meter for laminar overland flow was given a value of 
10; this parameter is theoretically equivalent to the 
parameter k (shown in Fig. 5-13) divided by four. 
The swale shown in Fig. S-14 was represented by a 
triangular-shaped channel where turbulent flow is 
assumed to exist throughout the entire runoff event. 
A roughness parameter similar to ~~nning ' s n with a 
value of 0.02 was assigned by Schaake to the swale 
area. 
The strategy of the independent test of the com-
puter model KINGEN is to use the geometric segments, 
just as Schaake had represented the watershed as well 
as the same number of ~x increments for each segment. 
27 
These selections avoid bias by using another ' s repre-
sentation of the watershed. Schaake used a specified 
time increment in the explicit finite difference form 
of the kinematic equations. The model KINGEN computes 
the necessary At to maintain numerical stability as 
defined by Eq. (3-39) . Since the geometric character-
istics of the watershed have been determined, the test 
of the model is the sel ection of the roughness para-
meters. The laminar-turbulent friction relationship, 
described in the section on Colorado State University 
Rainfall-Runoff Experimental Facility , is used to model 
the surface roughness . The transition Reynolds number 
is selected as 300 and the intensity coefficient as 10. 
This l eaves the parameter k to be chosen. Two simu-
lation tests were made with storm 3SLP1 as the input. 
The first test was with the lower extreme value of k 
for concrete or asphalt, as reported by Woolhiser 
(1974). The other test was with the upper extreme 
value of k . The results of these two t est computa-
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Fig. 5-15 Comparison of Measured and Synthesized 
Runoff Hydrographs--Urban Area 
runoff hydrograph and Schaake's computed hydrograph. 
This figure shows the r esults of the computer simula-
tion bracket the observed results by using the extreme 
values as reported in the engineering literature. 
These results are encouraging because they indicate 
that a watershed engineer could exercise some judgment 
about the physical char acteristics of the watershed and 
estimate an appropriate roughness parameter that would 
result i n reaso·nable predictions of runoff, as long as 
the roughness parameter was within the reported limits. 
Comparison of the computed results from program KINGEN 
and Schaake's work reveals very little difference be-
t ween the two for the lowest value of k . Both sim-
ulations overpredicted the first peak by substantial 
amounts. The higher value of k ·resulted in a better 
estimation of the first peak but the estimation of the 
second peak was then poorer for the lower k value. 
Hi~~arest Drain, Co~orado Urban Watershed 
The watershed model is used in the section on 
Sehaake 's Urban Watershed to simulate runoff from a 
small urban catchment with a uniform surface cover of 
asphalt. In this sectioh, the model is used to simu-
late runoff from a large urban watershed that is a 
mixture of pervious and impervious area. A description 
of the Hillcrest Drain watershed was given in Section 
4.3. The complexity of the watershed features, natur-
al and man- made, requires an extremely large number 
of computer segments to represent the physiographic 
features with any degree of completeness. The computer 
storage required to accommodat e such a l arge number of 
geometric segments may not exist on any standard com-
puter that is available to watershed engineers. The 
computational cost of such a complete represent ation 
is prohibitive even for research. Another possibility 
of representing the watershed geometry is to use only 
two or three computer segments, i.e. one or two planes 
and a channel, and optimize the watershed parameters 
by matching computed and measured results. However, 
physical i nterpretation of parameters obtained by this 
type of technique becomes very difficult, if not impos-
sible. Also, transferability of results from the 
Hillcrest Drain watershed t o other watersheds may not 
be possible. The solution to the dilemma of represent-
ing the watershed by a very large number of segments 
or a very few segments is a compromise of the two ex-
tremes. The watershed is represented by enough seg-
ments to maintain a resemblance of the physiographic 
features, but the number is limited to keep the com-
puter storage and computation time to an acceptable 
level. Even with severe simplifications of the geo-
metry, the number of computer segments used to repre-
sent the Hillcrest Drain watershed exceeds ISO and for 
the most detailed representation used, the number is 
slightly more than 200. Figure 5-16 shows the computer 
segments , indicated by dashed lines, used to represent 
a typical block of the watershed. Each segment is num-
bered in the same order that computations occur . The 
computer segments, their corresponding physical sig-
nificance, and the sources of inflow are listed in 
Table S-3. This schematization of the urban watershed 
is the most complete representation that is used . 
Paramete~ Estimation 
The dimensions of the computer segments were 
estimated from an enlarged topographic map of the 
watershed. Summation of the area of all the computer 
segments is within 2\ of the total area of the water-
shed as measured from the topographic map. The soil 
characteristics of the watershed were described in 
Section 4.3. These characteristics represent the con-
ditions when t he area was cultivated for agricultural 
purposes. Changes in some of the soil characteristics 
are expected to have occurred when the area was urban-
ized. The c layey subsurface material that is exca-
vated for basements i s often spread atop or mixed with 
the topsoil, which reduces the infiltration rate of 
the soil. Al so the soil is compacted during the move-
ment of construction equipment and the planting of 
lawns. The model parameters for the pervious sections 
of the watershed were obtained by comparison of the 
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Table S- 3 ComputeT Segments Used to Represent 
Geometry Shown in Fig. 5-16 
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12 9, 11 
range of soils that Smith (1972) used to conduct in-
filtration experiments. The comparison revealed the 
characteristics of the watershed soils to be closest 
to those of ~ruren clay soil . Table S-4 lists the mod-
el parameters for the infiltration component of the 
urban watershed. Preliminary test results showed that 
runoff did not occur from the pervious area, when the 
c1 value for Muren clay was used for the short dura-
tion storms, as observed on the watershed. The c
1 
value was lowered to that value in Table S-4 and 
corresponds nearly to the c1 for Nibley silty clay 
loam. 
Table S-4 Infiltration Parameters for Hillcrest 
Drain Soil 










•after initial tests , this was lowered to 0 . 1 in/hr. 
••minimum moisture cont ent bcc3use of W3tered lawns, 
events preceded by precipit3tion estimated at higher 
content. 
The surface roughness characteristics were mod-
eled by constant Chezy C friction factors. These 
friction factors were estimated by comparison of the 
surface type being considered with the types of sur-
faces that have been studied extensively for surface 
runoff and reported in the literature. The constant 
friction factors were estimated for five types of 
surfaces: streets, gutters , lawns, roofs , and storm 
sewers. Table 5-S lists the values of the roughness 
coefficient for these surfaces. 
Table 5-S Roughness Factors for Hillcrest Drain 
Watershed 
Type of Surface Che~y C Friction Pnctor 
Street so 
ltoof so 
La 1m 4.2 
Cutter 8S 
Stor. Sewer •tanning' s n • 0.013 
29 
The storm sewer roughness is listed in terms of 
Manni ng ' s n for reasons that are outlined in Section 
5.1. The friction factor for storm sewers has the 
value that is often recommended for concrete pipe. 
The Chezy C values are within the values reported by 
Woolhiser (1974). The geometric, infiltration, and 
flow resistance parameters are estimated for the ur-
ban watershed. With this information, simulation 
experiments are conducted using measured rainfall 
events as input to the model. Information about the 
watershed as a hydrologic system is obtained by mak-
ing modifications to the parameters , as described i n 
this section. 
Effects of simplifications to watershed representation 
The importance of runoff from the pervious area 
is analyzed by postulating that runoff is coming from 
only the directiy connected impervious areas, i.e., 
streets contributing to the gutters and storm sewers. 
This assumes that all lateral inflow to the lawns, 
either rainfall or runoff from roofs, is infiltrated 
and none flows into the gutter. Simulation experiments, 
based upon this assumption, are compared with the ob-
served hydrographs. Results of these simulations are 
used to judge the importance of the runoff from per-






















Fig . 5-17 Runoff Simulation from Hillcrest Drain, 
No Contribution from Pervious Area 
the results of a typical example assuming no contribu-
tion of flow from the pervious area. Four stot111s wer e 
simulated with this assumption. Three of the four 
events showed results similar to Fig. 5-17, i.e. , under-
prediction of the volume and peak rates . · The fourth 
simulation resulted in overprediction of the volume 
and peak by more than SO%. Further investigations of 
the fourth event revealed that it was the first event 
recorded at the gaging station and the possibility of 
errors in the data because of faulty calibration is 
great. No plausible explanation other than this one 
could be formulated about the event . Since overpre-
diction occurs when only the streets and gutters are 
assumed to be contributing flow, greater overprediction 
occurs when the more realistic assumption is used that 
all areas contribute flow. The underpr ediction of the 
majority of events is what is expected when only a 
limited area of the watershed contributes to the run-
off process. The conclusion is drawn that runoff from 
the pervious portion of urban watersheds is important 
even for moderate storms and is not to be ignored when 
simulating the runoff events. 
Further simulation tests were conducted with the 
entire area of the watershed contributing flow. The 
infiltration parameters used in these tests are shown 
in Table 5-4. The results of this simulation are an 
increase of the peak discharge rate and of the total 
volume of runoff. However, the results are still an 
underprediction of the observed peaks and volumes. 
The minimum infiltration rate, f® , was lowered to 
0.1 !PH and further simulations were conducted. This 
parame·ter modification results in a better approxima-
tion of the peak flow rates but the recession hydro-
graph is again underpredicted. The problem of under-
prediction of the recession portion of the hydrographs 
is similar to that reported by Smith (1970). Repre-
sentation of overland flow as runoff from a plane 
surface results in the implicit assumption that the 
entire surface is covered by water if there is any 
depth whatsoever present. The real situation is that 
the surface is covered by a series of depression and 
undulations . When rainfall ceases, only a portion of 
the surface is covered by water; the remainder of the 
surface protrudes above the water surface . Thus, in-
filtra.t ion computed for a plane surface is too large 
during recession as compared with the natural situa-
tion where infiltration is occurring on only the sub-
merged portion of the surface. It is necessary to 
limit the amount of infiltration that occurs on the 
recession portion of hydrographs so that computed 
recessions not consistently underpredict the observed 
recession. An empirical factor was developed that 
was us.ed to limit the amount of negative lateral in-
flow.(precipitation and surface water is less than 
infiltration). The factor is 
F' -k'h 1 - e (5-6) 
where k' is a constant with value 75, and h is th~ 
depth of water on the surface in feet. The parameter 
F' ranges in value from zero to unity. When h is 
zero, F' is zero and when h is 0.75 in., F' is 
0 .99. Thus, recession infiltration is limited by the 
exponential factor as given in Eq. (5- 6) whenever the 
mean water depth is below 0. 75 in. (This feature is 
not included in the program KINGEN 75, which is listed 
in Appendix B). 
Simulations using the final watershed representation 
Multiple storms from the urban watershed are sim-
ulated with the computer parameters, as shown in Table 
5-4, for infiltration with f~ lowered to 0 . 1 IPH. 
Roughness parameters and surface geometry are as shown 
in Table 5-S and Fig. 5- 16, respectively. The results 
of these simulations are plotted in Figs. 5-18 through 
5-20 . The results show an overestimation of runoff 
volume in some of the cases but an underestimation of 
the volume in other cases. The peak discharges show 
a similar distribution of the predictions. The major 
problem lies in the·estimat ion of rainfall excess. 
This problem is divided into two sub-problems. One is 
the amount of infiltration on pervious areas and the 
other is the geometric representation of the watersheds 
in terms of the percentage of pervious and impervious 
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Fig. 5-18 Hillcrest Drain, June 21 and July 16, 1969 
The ratio of impervious areas to the total watershed 
area was measured by Root and Miller (1971) and was 
nearly constant during the study period at a value of 
about 42%. The ·ratio of impervious to total area of 
the computer segments is 40%. A consistent underesti-
mation of runoff volume is expected as a result of 
this bias in the amount of impervious area. The dis-
tribution of the impervious area and the amount that 
is directly connected to the gutter and storm sewer 
systems is not precisely known . Its importance re-
quires further investigation. 
One problem that is likely to cause the variations 
of overpredictio·n and also underprediction is the 
estimation of infiltration for each storm. The infil-
tration parameters have been held constant for each 
event, except for the initial water content, Si 
This variable was altered when recorded data was 
sufficient to indicate that rainfall events or lack 
of them occurred so as to affect the antecedent mois-
ture condition. The record of rainfall at Hillscrest 
Drain is not published for each day, but only when 
there is a runoff event. This lack of rainfall data 
and the unpredictable times of lawn watering present 
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moisture. Because the usual rainfall event is the 
localized thunderstorms i n this area, the use of pre-
cipitation records from some other measuring station 
is not adequate to define the conditions on the Hill-
~rest Drain watershed. The computed results indicate 
the surface runoff model is adequate to simulate the 
outflow hydrograph, even for this complex system, if 
the rainfall excess is accruately estimated. The 
problem of infiltration estimation is the greatest 
problem that must be overcome before the model can be 
widely used as a means of estimating the runoff from 
such a complex hydrologic system as the Hillcrest 
Drain watershed . 
Agricultural Watershed near EdwardSville, Illinois 
The watershed model has been used i n t he pas~ 
three sections to simulate runoff from watersheds 
that are partially or totally impervious. The W-I 
watershed near Edwardsville, I l linois is an entirely 
pervious area and was described in Section 4.2. Sim-
ulation of runoff from this watershed is the most 
severe test in this study of the infiltration compo-
nent of the watershed model. The infiltration para-
meters are determined from the infiltrometer experi-
ments, soil survey, and comparison to the parameters 
reported in Section 3.3. The infiltration character-
istics are assumed to represent the entire watershed. 
That is, one set of infiltration parameters is assign-
ed to all the pervious segments of the watershed. 
There is sufficient information from the soil survey 
to allow a more detailed representation of the water-
shed infiltration characteristics. However, the ob-
ject ive of testing the infiltration component of the 
model is to determine its applicability to an agricul-
tural watershed in which detailed informat ion on in-
filtration characteristics other than the predominant 
soil type is normally not available. Thus, a water-
shed engineer generally assumes that uniform infil-
trat ion conditions exist over the entire watershed . 
Parameter estimation 
Figure 4-3 shows a topographic map of watershed 
W-I and a schematic rep~esentation of the geometry. 
The computer segments are chosen from the map to con-
serve the watershed area and channel flow length. 
Details of the geometric segments are shown in Table 
S-6 . The choice of geometric representation for the 
Table S-6 Geometry of Watershed Segments at 
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computer model user is subjective. There are several 
reasons the geometric representation is maintained as 
simple as possible. Computer time is saved with a 
simple representation because fewer calculations are 
made than for a very detailed representation. There 
is also a savings of time for processing input data. 
However, there is a trade-off in the accuracy of 
simulation and cost of computations. Further investi-
gation is required to adequately define the detail of 
representation that is required to obtain a desired 
degree of accuracy. 
Results of infiltrometer tests were presented in 
Section 5.2 These tests were conducted on sample 
plots of the W- 1 watershed. The range of steady state 
infiltration rates of the infiltrometer experiments 
is .15 to .78 IPH. The upper values of this range 
are quite high for the silt loam soil of the water-
shed. Several rainfall-runoff events of extended 
durati on were analyzed for infiltration losses. Rain-
fall events of duration of 12 hours or more are as-
sumed to have reached a steady-state condition of 
infiltration. Pulses of moderate intensity rainfall 
that occur late in a storm are used to estimate the 
minimum infiltration rate by calculating the differ-
ence between rainfall and runoff for a period of 
time. The difference between rainfall and runoff is 
the infiltration. The analysis of extended events 
shows the f~ rate was about .10. Chow (1964) des-
cribed a soil type within which the Alma and Bogota 
soils are classes as having a minimum infiltration 
rate from 0.05 to 0.15 . Thus, the results of the 
infiltrometer tests show substantially higher infil-
tration rates than other analyses of similar soil 
types. The minimum infiltration rate for the W-1 
watershed is estimated to be 0.12. The infiltration 
parameters, as determined by comparison to the Colby 
silt loam described in Section 3.3, are listed in 
Table 5-7. 
Table S-7 Infiltration Parameters for W-I Runoff 
Simulation 





* cl 5000 
si Estimated for 
each storm 
f., 0.12 
The watershed area was planted entirely with al-
falfa during the study period. One roughness para-
meter is assumed to describe flow resistance for the 
entire overland flow portion of the watershed. The 
Chezy C friction factor estimated for the watershed is 
5.1. This value is within the range of Chezy C values 
reported by Woolhiser (1974) for short-grass prairie. 
The value is slightly higher than those reported by 
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Woolhiser (1974) for bluegrass sod . The swale-like 
areas of the watershed are represented as channel seg-
ments. The flow in these areas is deeper than over 
the plane segments. Often there is little or no vege-
tation established in the lowest portion of the swales. 
These two factors result in lower effective flow re-
sistance in the swales than in the overland areas. 
The Chezy C value assigned to the channel segments is 
35. The determination of the geometric, infiltration, 
and flow resistance parameters permits simulation of 
runoff from the W-1 watershed. 
Simulation of runoff from watershed W-1 
The results of some of the runoff simulations are 
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Fig. 5-21 Hydrographs from Watershed W-1, July 10, 
1949 and August 6, 1942 
that the observed and computed hydrographs·are closely 
matched when the rainfall excess is properly estimated, 
Rainfall excess during the early portion of each event 
is the quantity least adequately simulated by the 
watershed model. The constant friction relationship 
is adequate to approximate flow resistance during the 
rising limb, peak discharge rates, and the recession 
portion of the runoff events. More comprehensive 
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Fig. 5-22 Hydrographs from Watershed W-1, June 26, 
1942 and August 7, 1942 
friction relationships are unwarranted unless more 
precise means of estimating rainfall excess are devel-
oped. The i nabi lity to use information directly from 
the infiltrometer experiments when estimating infil-
tration parameters for the entire watershed is some-
what disappointing. A possible explanation of the 
variation of infiltrometer experiments and the natural 
infiltration is the differ ence between the infiltro-
meter and natural surfaces. The 6 by 12 foot plots 
of the infiltrometer experi ments were probably chosen 
where the surface was uniform and had few depressions. 
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This results in the surface water covering the ground 
area uniformly. The natural su·rface may consist of 
significant undu~ations and depressions. Except dur-
i ng the higher intensities of rainfall, surface run-
off may quickly form into rivulets and not cover the 
entire surface uniformly. Thus, infiltration is res-
tricted to less than the entire watershed sur face. 
It is encouraging that infiltration parameters esti-
mated by comparison of the watershed soil to the soil 
types discussed in Section 3.3 resulted in as good of 
estimations of runoff as indicated by the results . 
Chapter 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Conclusions 
Kinematic routing of flow in circular conduits is 
applicable within the limitations of kinematic wave 
theory. Kinematic routing cannot accoun~ for back-
water effects; applications must be limi~ed according-
ly. This study shows that kinematic rou~ing performs 
as well as a hydrograph lag method for predicting out-
flows. The kinematic method has the advantage that no 
observed hydrographs are needed to estimate parameters. 
Computation of infiltration on pervious surfaces 
is based upon a parametric decay-type function. Field 
measurements are used to estimate paramet ers for sim-
ulation of infiltrometer experiments. The three most 
sensitive parameters of the five computer infiltra-
tion parameters have physical significance . A pre-
vious study of the infiltration component l ists appro-
priate parameters for a wide range of soil types. It 
is possible to estimate infiltration parameters of a 
soil by comparison of type and characteristics to re-
sults of the previous study. 
A variable friction relationship that accounts 
for both laminar and turbulent flow regimes gives a 
better overall fit to the hydrograph than a constant 
friction relationship. However, the constant rela-
tionship may give a better fit of the peak discharge 
rate based on a priori estimates of flow resistance. 
The var iable friction relationship is warranted only 
on a totally impervious area. When a watershed is 
partially or totally pervious, the estimation of rain-
fall excess is more important than the type of fric-
tion relationship used. On pervious watersheds, the 
constant friction relationship is adequate. 
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The watershed model is used to simulate runoff 
from two urban watersheds. Results from the small 
impervious watersheds show good agreement between ob-
served and predicted hydrographs. Results from the 
large, complex urban wate~shed are good when the rain-
fall excess is properly estimated. Results from both 
watersheds indicate that a priori estimates of fric-
tion parameters are adequate to define flow resistance. 
The watershed model can be applied to complex urban 
systems, to predict runoff rates for ·sizing storm 
drains and conveyance structures. However, the cur-
rent form of the model may be too complex for wide-
spread use as a. design tool. It does have application 
in further research and also as a comparative tool for 
the more simplified methods of flow calculations, like 
the unit hydrograph. 
6.2 Recommendations 
Further research should be unde·rtaken to make a 
more extensive study of kinematic routing in circular 
conduits by testing the technique on observed data. 
The infiltration component of the watershed model 
should be extensively tested on field data for a var-
iety of soil and cover conditions. Initial soil mois-
ture content should be estimated using daily models 
that account for drainage and evapotranspiration. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM KINGEN 75 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 12. IMTHUB: Calculates a residual function for an 
assumed value of the independent var i-
able 0 in the i t erative solution of 
upper boundary area of a circular con-
dui t, given an upstream discharge Q 
from ADD. Ca ll ed from ADD thru ITER. 
The program KINGEN described in the main portion 
of this report was developed for research purposes over 
a period of several years . Consequently, the program 
became progressively more complicated and difficult to 
understand. A new program KI~GEN 75 is described and 
documented in the following pages . The approach used 13 . IMPLCT: Four-point implicit finite difference 
scheme . Called from subroutines PLANE 
and CHANNL. 
is simil:lr to that described in the main part of this 
report but the program has been subdivided into sever-
al subroutines and some of the numerical methods used 
arc different. Friction law options have been added 14 . ITER: Nowton-Raphson iteration scheme to solve 
general nonlinear equations of the form 
F(x) = 0 Called from subrouting 
IMPLCT. 
and a subroutine to check the input for errors has also 
been included. 
KINGEN 75 consists of program MAIN and 18 sub-
routines listed below. The principal function of each 15 . IMPOCF: 
subroutine is indicated here and is also indicated in 
Calculates a residual function for an 
assumed depth h in the iterat ive 
solution of depth along a plane. Called 
from H1PLCT thru ITER. 
the comments cards in the Program Listing, Appendi x B. 
PROGRAM MAIN: Calls subroutines READER, PLANE and 
CHANNL. 16. I~fPCHA: Calculates a residual function for an 
assumed area in the iterative solution 
for cross-sectional area in a t rape-
zoidal channel. Called from HIPLCT 
thru ITER. 
SUBROUTINES: 
1. READER: Reads in model parameters, watershed 
geometry data and rainfall data. Called 
from ~1AIN. 17 . IMPCIR: Calculates a residual function for 
assumed value of the independent variable 
0 in the iterative solution for cross-
sectional area in a circular channel. 
Called from UlPLCT thru ITER. 
2. INSPEC: Inspects input data for errors and 
prints out an error message, if one is 
detected. 
3 . RESET: Places input data read by SUBROUTINE 
READER into appropriate arrays. This 
is done so that no subscripts are 
necessary on the data cards. 
4. CONVERT : Converts units of time and length in 
input data to units used internally and 
reconverts to desired units in output. 
5. PLANE: 
6 . CHANNL: 
7. XPLINF: 




Fini.te difference solution for overland 
flow on a plane. A four-point implicit 
method is used. 
Implicit finite difference soluti on for 
unsteady flow in channels with trape-
zoidal or circular cross sections. 
Computes infiltration rat es . Called 
only from P~~E. 
Adds specified discharges (lateral flow, 
channel junctions), and computes up-
stream boundary values (depth, area, 
or intersection angle G in conduits). 
Cal culates the parameters for th~ 
hydraulic resistance law selected i n 
the input. 
Changes the hydraulic resistance l aws 
at the transition Reynolds number if 
Laminar-Turbulent option has been 
selected. 
Uses l i near i nterpolation to convert a 
list of discharge values at irregular 




Calculates a residual function for an 
ass~~ed area in the iterative solution 
for the upper bound area of a trapezoidal 
channel, given an upstream discharge. 
Callec from ADD thru ITER. 
Prints appropriate error messages. 
The watershed is first divided int o cascades of 
rectangular planes contributing to a network of triang-
ular, trapezoidal, or circular channels, as described 
in the main portion of this report. 
Input data are read by SUBROUTINE R~\DER in an 
order specified by NAMELIST and DATA declarations . 
Example 1. As an example, consider the input 
cards for the hypothetical watershed shown i n Fig . A-1. 
In this example, the plane, element number 1, contri-
butes lat eral inflow to a trapezoidal channel, el ement 
number 2. 
Ident ification Card. From the comment cards in 
SUBROUTINE READER, we find that the dat a cards are 
preceded by a card, which may contain up to 80 columns 
of alphanumeric identifying ·information. For this 
exampl e, the information card will be as shown below: 
time increments. *b indicat es a blank column 
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Fig. A-1 Hypothetical Watershed 
. . Card 1. F:om the comment cards in the program 
l1st1ng, Append1x B, we find that the first data card 
contains the variables for NAMELIST BEGIN, where: NELE 
is the number of elements in the system (in this case, 
2). The maximum NELE allowable in this program is 20. 
This can be increased by modifying CO~~N and DATA 
statements and part of subroutine INSPEC. NRES is a 
resistance law code that allows considerable freedom 
in choosing the hydraulic resistance law to be used. 
From the comments in SUBROUTINE PLANE, we find that we 
have the following four choices for a plane : 
NRES "' 1: 
NRES 2: 
NRES 3 : 
NRES = 4: 
a Manning Law will be used, 
a Laminar Law will be used until the 
Reynolds number exceeds a certain 
value, then Manning' s Law will be used, 
a Laminar Law will be used until t he 
Reynolds number exceeds a given value, 
then the Chczy Law will be used, 
the Chezy Law will be used . 
For plane 1, let us assume that we will use the 
Laminar-Manning Law, therefore, NRES ~ 2. The Manning 
Law will automatically be used for channels ~ith this 
option. 
CLEN is a characteristic length that is used with-
in the program to choose the length of 6x increments 
in the finite difference solutions. It should normally 
be set equal to the sum of the lengths of the longest 
cascade of planes in the system or t he longest single 
channel, whichever is greatest. The number of 6x 
increments is then: 
NK = MAX1(15*XL(J)/CLEN,3) 
For this example, CLEN = 200 ft. 
TFIN is the desired maximum duration of the run-
off event (in seconds, minutes or hours). Assume for 
this example that we wish the program to stop after 
it has computed a runoff hydrograph with a duration 
of 60 min. from the beginning of the rain . 
DELT is the desired time increment for computa-
tions and for print-out of the hydrograph. The choice 
pf DELT depends on the time resolution of the rainfall 
input data and the response time of the system. For 
this example, choose·DELT • 2 min. 
THETA is the weighting factor in the implicit 
numerical solution. When THETA= 0.5 the x-derivatives 
are computed by an average of the derivatives at time 
steps i and i+l . If THETA • 1, the x-derivatives 
are computed entirely from the derivatives at time 
i+l . We will use THETA • 0 .8. 
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TE."'P is the water temperature in degrees Fahren-
heit, used to compute the kinematic viscosity for 
laminar flow computations. If TE~W is not entered, 
a default value of 65° is used. We will use the de-
fault value. 
Card 1 will be as shown below: 
Card 2. Card 2 contains the variables and para-
meters for NAMELIST OPTION where: N0PT is a code 
reserved to allow an optimization subroutine to be 
added. When N0PT = 0 the program is in the prediction 
mode. When N0PT = 1 the reading sequence includes 
observed time-discharge data, which can be used to 
calculate an objective function. The friction para-
meters could be optimized by including a new subrou-
tine. THIS OPTION IS NOT OPERATIVE IN KINGEN 75 SO 
N0PT = 0. 
NTIME is a time units code referring to the time 
units of input and output data. 
11 - seconds NTIME 2 - minutes 3 - hours. 
In this case, the input data were in minutes so 
NTIME • 2. 
NUNITS is a code referting to input units (all 
internal cal culations are done in English units). 
NUNITS =11 - Engl~sh 12 - Metnc. 
Rainfall rates in English units are in inches per 
hours and all lengths are in feet. Metric rainfall 
rates assume centimeters per minutes, and all lengths 
must be in meters. Input data for this example are 
i n English units so NUNITS • 1. Card 2 is shown be-
low: 
Cols. 1 2. . . . 
b $ OPTION N0PT • 0, NTIME 2, NUNITS = 1 $ 
Card 3. Card 3 contains the data for NAMELIST 
ORDER-.--
NL0G(I), I = 1, NELE contains the index number 
assigned to planes and channels in the order in which 
computations should proceed. It is not necessary that 
NL0G(I+l) = NL0G(I )+l; however, the outflow hydro-
graphs of all elements contributing as lateral inflow 
or upstream inflow to the element J must be computed 
before the computations can proceed for element J . 
Card 3 is shown below: 
Cols. 1 2 •..••. 
b $ ORDER NL0G(l} = 1,2, $ 
Note that the i ndex (1) is required for this array. 
Card 4. Card 4 contains data describing an ele-
ment of the cascade as specified by NAMELIST FIRST. 
J is the i ndex number of the element for t he 
plane in the example J = 1 
NU is the number of the pl ane element contribut-
ing to the upstream boundary of el ement J . If ele-
ment J is the uppermost in a cascade of planes, 
NU = 0 . 
NR is required for channels and is the number 
of the plane contributing .lateral i nflow to the right 
side of the channel. NR is omitted for a plane ele-
ment. 
NL refers to the plane contributing to the left 
side of the channels . NL is omitted for a plane 
element . 
NCl and NC2 refer to the numbers of channels 
contributing at the upstream boundary of a channel. 
For this example, they may be omitted for element 1. 
NCASE is a code to indicate the type of channel 
cross section. NCASE may be omitted for clement 1. 
NPRINT is a code used to obtain or suppress print-
out of output from any element. 
NPRINT " 1 - No print-out 2 - Outflow hydrograph and 
interim computational data 
will be printed. 
We will select the no print -out option for plane 1. 
NPRINT 1. Card 4 is shown below : 
Cols. 2 ...... . 
b $ FIRST J = l, NU • 0, NPRINT • 1 $ 
Card 5. Card 5 contains element geometry and 
hydraUTIC:lroughness data as specified by NAMELJST 
SECOND. 
J is the element number. 
XL is the length of the plane in appropriate 
units. For this example, XL = 100 ft. 
W is the width of the element. For el ement l, 
w = 200 ft. 
S is the slope . S = 0.05. 
ZR , ZL , A , and DIAM are not requir ed for 
plane elements . 
Rl is the turbulent law roughness parameter 
(Manning' s n in this case) . If we assume that plane 
is covered with asphalt, an appropriate Manning's 
n is 0.013. 
R2 is the laminar law parameter (K in the ex-
pression f = ~ where f is the Darcy-Weisbach fric-
tion factor and R is the Reynolds number). A K 
value of 80 is within the range shown in Table A-1. 
R2 is omitted if only a turbulent law is used. Fric-
tion parameters listed in Table A-1 were obtained from 
experiments reported in the literature and are gener -
ally representative of very small areas. If a plane 
is used to represent a section of watershed larger 
than about two acres, the friction parameter must be 
adjusted (see Lane, Woolhiser and Yevjevich, 1975). 
FMIN is the minimum (steady state) i nfiltration 
rate for a plane. We will assume that the asphalt 
plane is impervious. 
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Table A-1 Resistance Parameters for Overland Flow!! 
La=ina r Flow Turbulent Flew 
Surface K 0 Manniog's n Chezy C 
{(tl/2/ .. c) 
Concrete or Asphalt 24 - 108 .01 - .013 73 - 38 
Bare Saod 30 - 120 .01 - .016 65 - 33 
Cravclrd Surface 90 - 400 .012 - .0) 38 - 18 
ll..re Clay-Loam Soil 100 - 500 . 012 - .033 36 - 16 
(eroded ) 
Sporu Ve&ctation 1000 - 4 ,000 . 053 - .l) 11 - 5 
Short Cross Prairie 3000 - 10 • 000 .10 - .20 6.5 - 3.6 
Bluegrasa Sod 7000 - 40,000 . 17 - .48 4.2 - 1.& 
Card 5 is shown below: 
Cols.l± . . . . .. . \ ~r:~ ~fC'>'<D J • 1, XL • 100 • • U • l!lO • . ~ • 0.115, Rl • O.OlJ , 
U • 60., FM!~ • O. $ 
. Card 6. Card 6 normally contains the infiltra-
tlon parameters for a plane as specified by NAMELIST 
THIRD. FOR THIS EXAMPLE, the plane is impervious 
(~MIN.= ?l so ~AMEL!ST THIRD is omitted. An example 
w1th 1nf1ltrat1on w111 be considered subsequently . 
The plane element has been completel y described so 
Card 6 will contain data describing the channel' 
element 2. ' 
As descr ibed for Card 4, J = 2 , NU = o , and 
NR = 0 . In this exampl e , plane 1 contributes lateral 
inflow to the left .side of channel 2 so NL • 1 . NCl 
and NC2 are omitt ed because no channels contribute to 
the upstream boundary of channel 2. 
From the comments in subroutine CHANNL, the code 
NCASE indicates the type of channel cross section. 
NCASE 1 
NCASE = 2 
NCASE 3 
Trapezoidal cross section. 
Circular cross section. 
Has been reserved for input of 
irregular cross sections. IT IS NOT 
OPERATIVE IN KINGEN 75. 
Use of NCASE ~ 3 will result in a programmed stop. 
this example, NCASE c 1. 
In 
We will select the print-out option for the chan-
nel so NPRINT • 2. 
Card 6 is shown below: 
Cots.!: 2. . . 
b $ 1'1 RST J • ~, NU • 0, NR • 0 , NL • I, 
tiC2 = 0, NCASE • I, NrRJH1' = 2 S 
NCl • 0 , 
!!From Woolhiser, D. A. "Simulation of Unsteady 
Overland Flow." Chapter 12 in Unsteady Flow in 
Open Channels. Water Resources Publication, Fort 
Collins, Colorado, 1975. 
Card 7. Card 7 contains element geometry and hy-
draulic roughness data for channel 2 as specified by 
NAJ.IELIST SECOND. 
As described for Card 
The width W is set equal 
this element is a channel. 
are defined in Fig. A-2. 
5, J = 2 and XL= 200 .. 
to zero, indicating that 
S = 0.03. ZL, ZR and A 
Fig . A-2 Trapezoidal Channel Geometry. (Looking 
downstream) 
For this example, we will assume that ZR = ZL = 1. 
and that A = 1. Thus, we have a trapezoidal channel 
with 1:1 side sl opes and a 2-ft. bottom width. If the 
channel is triangular, A should be set equal to a very 
small number rather than zero to avoid problems in a 
function subroutine. DIAI-1 is the diameter of a cir-
cular channel and may be omitted for this case. 
Rl is the turbulent law roughness parameter for 
the channel. Because we have chosen the Laminar-Manning 
Law, it will be Manning ' s n. Choose Rl = 0.013 for 
this example. R2 may be omitted for the channel and 
FMIN • 0.0 for a channel. 
Card 7 is shown below: 
J • 2 . :<L • 200,, W • 0 , !' ... 0, 01, 
ZR • 1.0, A • 1.0 , Rl • O.OLJ, Fflltf • 0.0 $ 
Card 8. All of the geometric data and parameters 
for the watershed itself have now been provided. Card 
QI(I) is the rainfall rate (iph or em/min) . TI(I) 
is the time at which the corresponding rainfall rate 
begins. NO is the number of rainfall data pairs. 
Card 8 is shown below: 
Colo.~ 2. . . . . . . . . . . 
b $ Rlol~ Ql( l ) - 0.5 , 1.0, 0.5 . 
Tl(l) • o.o. 5.0, 10.0, 20 .0 , 
11.0 , o.o. 
65., Nt> • ~ $ 
Note that the subscript 1 (one) is required for 
arrays QJ and TI . TJ(ND) should be greater than 
TFIN shown on Card l so that the rainfall rate is de-
fined throughout the event. 
Because the optimization option is inoperative in 
KINGEN 75, NAMELIST RAIN is the last item of input. 
Example 2. WATERSHED WITH INFILTRATION, BRANCHED 
CHANNELS AND CIRCULAR CONDUIT. In t his example, use 
of an infiltrating plane, branched channels, and a 
circular conduit will be illust rated. The seven element 
model is shown schematically in Fig. A-4. The imper-
vious plane-channel pair of the previous example will 
be used as elements 1 and 2. Necessary data cards 
will be shown and comments given where the options are 
different from those explained in the previous example. 
Q 
8 contains rainfall data as specified by NAMELIST RAIN. Fig. A-4 Elements Used in Example 2 
Let us assume that the rainfall intensity histogram 
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Card 1. 
Col., l. 
b $ D~CtN NEL£ • 1, NRES • 2, CI.~N • )00., Tf!N • 90. , 
UELT • 2. , TII&TA • 0.8 $ 
TFIN has been increased in ant1c1pation of longer re-
cession from a hydraulically rougher, grassed surface, 
and a larger watershed . 
~- Same as in previous example. 
Card 3. As indicated in Fig. A- 4, the order 
would proceed as shown: 
Col. 
b $ ORDER NLOG (l) " 1, 2, 3, 7, 4, 5, 6 $ 
Card 4. Same as in previous example . 
Card S. Same as in previous example. 
Card 6. 
b S fiRST J • 2, NU • 0, :m • 0 , !lL • I , l!Cl • 0, 
t!C2 • 0 , NCI\SE • l. NPRI!!T • l $ 
We have deleted printout as this is now an intermediate 
output . 
Card 7. Same as in previous example. 
Card 8. The second channel (element 5) drains 
two infiltrating planes, (elements 3 and 4) each 100 
ft. wide, and 200 ft. long. The right plane is the 
element 3, and Card 9 will be the same as Card 4 
(except J • 3), since this plane also is the most 
upstream element and contributes to a channel. 
Cols. 2 ... 
b $ FIRST J = 3, NU = 0, NPRINT 1 $ 
Card 9. The data on this card specify the geo-
metry for plane three, and asymptotic (t~) infiltra-
tion rate FMIN (as an indicator of whether this sur-
face is impervious or pervious). FMIN must be in the 
same units as the rainfall , given later, as indicated 
on Card 2 by parameter NUNITS. Its value is found in 
this example, from an infiltrometer experiment as 
explained below. Rl and R2 have been chosen from 
Table A-1 to approximately represent a sparsely vege-
tated rangeland watershed. 
Cch. 
Card 10. The infiltration parameters for the 
model outlined by Eqs. (3-56), (3-60), and (3-64) i n 
Chapter 3 are specified by data in NAMELIST THIRD. 
Table A-2 summarizes the parameters describing infil-
tration from Chapter 3 and their corresponding com-
puter names. To illustrate the deter mination of these 
parameters from field data, we shall here assume that 
an infiltrometer experiment has been performed on the 
same soil type, and the data shown in Table A-3 have 
been obtained. 
The basic model parameters are obtained from this 
infiltrometer data in the following manner. First, a 
log-log plot of t - t
0 
~- f - f~ is made with ini-
tial estimates of t
0 
and f~ This is essentially 
a graphical fitting of the data to Eq. (3-S3), and is 
demonstrated in Fig. A- S. From Table A-2, apparently 
2 < tp < 3 , and a reasonable first estimate for t
0 




and f~ are varied to obtain a reasonably 
straight line. The process is aided by noting that 
estimates of f that ar e too large or too small 
affect the curve at the lower end (t large) of the 
data, and, conversely , the curve is sensitive to esti-
mates of t
0 
at the opposite (t small) end. The user 
is cautioned that large infiltrometer plots incorporate 
cons iderable storage delay into measurements of the 
plot outflow, which will bias the infiltration para-
meters, unless this is corrected . This as well as 
natural soil variability cause response curves typi-
cally ~to exhibit the sharp break at t = tp shown 
in Fig. 3-S. 
As shown in Fig. A-S, a line has been fitted to 
the data of Table A-2 using t
0 
= 1.3 and fm = 0.01 cpm. 
The intersection of this line with the horizontal line 
representing i • 0.1596 cpm is at tp - t
0 
= 1.45 , 
or tp = 2.75 min. The slope of the line is a= -O.Sl 
and A is the value of f - f~ when t - t
0 
1.0, 
here found to be 0.185 cpm. 
Table A-2 Infiltration Model Parameters 
!nilltut~~ ~e!ereftca Ln •:O"'~uc:er OCI'f l:"lhion Ut\it1 llaitlna v.aluu , 
P~r.a.:~ccor . ~ext. :Pro~r:ua 1f ~"1 
(Ch.J.?ttr l) C.!a7ter l :tym.bol 
·~ · (J•)J) AL 'llliponent ptraeeter for dec.ay .. non• O<cr<l 
curve 
I 
p £;. ()·60) Bp pon.ding ci.CIIe p.lt'.ll!li:lter d1m.ens1onlus ,, .. c<e r 
cl E~. 0•64) 1nfUtUC10n IC.lUn, pat~Mctt ti .. . (•1a )* O<C 
s i i:;.(J·64) St Lnui.:zl vol~trlc. rehttve Oc:S ccS 
V.1ter content 1 • 
s . t;.(J-64) s<~ Nxiou.o volu,r:~etrt.c. waur content .... scs\) ~1 .0 
llo.d.er WiOltion 
y 
r tq. ()·~S ) ltOC volvaetrlc rwht1ve rock content O<ROCccl.O 
•=.ittutu .an c:ud ln suhrouU.nc: oaly. tnput optioa. :ortt:tf vUl govern dat~ units u.ted . 
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Table A-3 Exampl e Infiltrometer Data 
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Soil: Nickel Sill Loam 
Initial Saturation • 0.2 
Max Saturation ~ 0.9 . 
Rock Content = 0.25 
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Fig. A-5 Graphical Fitting of Infiltrometer Data to 
Determine Infiltration Parameters a , A , 
t
0 
, and f.., 






(1-0.51)( . 01) 1236 min. 
T
0 
is used in Eq . (3-65) with vr 
measured) and the measured variables 
(which must be 
S. and S 
1 max 
from the infil trometer experiment data to obtain cl 
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1236/(.9- . 2)/(1-0.2) 
= 2207 min. 
Bp is obtained by sol ~ing Eq. (3-60). 
obtained as 







This completes the determination of necessary infil-
tration parameters. The data Card 10, for plane 3 
will look thus: 
2 • • • • • . • . . . • • 
o $ TllllW J • J, AL = 0. 51, n = 0.55 , C • 2207 . , 
Sl • 0 . 6, $}1AX • 0.9, R~C • 0.2 $ 
Note that FMIN on Card 9 is the IPH equilalent to 
0.01 cpm of this example, and SI for the simulation 
problem is quite independent of the soil sat uration 
SI from the infil trometer experiment . 
The remaining cards are prepared as described in 
the previous example. 
Card 11. 
Cols. 2 • . 
b $FIRST J = 4, NU = 7, NPRINT = 1 $ 
Card 12. 
Cols. 1 2 .. 
Cols. 
b $SECOND J 4, XL = 200. , W c 100, S = 0 . 06, 
Rl = 0.05, R2 = 2000., FMIN = .2362 $ 
Card 13. 
2 .. 
b $THIRD J = 4, AL = 0.51, B = 0.55, C = 2207., 
SI • 0.6, SMAX = 0.9, R~C = 0.2 $ 
Card 14. 
Cols l 2. • • . . . . . . . . . 
b S f!R~T J = 5, NU = 0 , NR • 4, NL • 3 NCl • 0 




? . .•• • ••• 
b S SJ:CONO J ~ 5 , XL= 100. , IJ = 0., S • 0.04, 
ZR • 2., A ~ 0 . 5, Rl • 0•. 020 , FIJIN • 0. $ 
ZL • 2., 
Note that we have specified a channel with 1:2 side 
slopes and 0.5-ft. bottom width. 
Card 16. The last element is to be a round con-
duit rece1v1ng input from channels 2 and 5. The card 
reads as follows: 
2. • . . . 
b $ t'IRSl' J • 6, 1/U • 0 , NR • 0 , tiL • 0 , NCI • 2, 
HC2 • S , NCAS£ • 2, r;rRINT • 2 $ 
Card 17. We will use a 2.0 foot diameter conduit 
150 feet long. 
Cols. 1 2 .. 
b $SECOND J = 6, XL 150., W • 0., S • 0.02, 
DIAM = 2.0, Rl = 0.012, FMIN = 0. $ 
Cards 18, 19. Plane no . 7 might conceptually be 
a parking lot contributing to a swale composed of 
planes 3 and 4 and channel 5. It is used here to 
illustrate both cascading of planes with disparate 
widths, and the flow from an impervious to a pervious 
plane, which the infiltration subroutine is designed 
to treat explicitly (statements 127 to 133). The 
plane will be assumed as foilows: 
Col ... 1 2. 
b $ fiRST J • 7, NU • 0 , NrRn!T • I $ 
$ SECOND J • 7, XL= 100, W = 200 , S • 0.01, Rl • . 012, 
RZ • 100., I'll IN • O. $ . 
Card 20. We have finished describing the water-
shed and this card will contain rainfall data. We 
will use the same rainfall as in the previous example, 
but the time TI(ND) must again extend beyond TFIN. 
As specified by NUNITS, our dimensions are in inches 
per hour. 
Cob . 1 2 .. 
b $ RAW Ql(l) • 0 .5, 1 . 0 , ll. S , 0 . 0 , 0.0, Tl(l) • 0 .0, 
s.o. 10.0, 20.0, 95 . 0, ~0 . 5 $ 
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rROGRAM OUTPUT 
A portion of the computer output for the first 
example is shown in Fig. A-3. The identifying infor-
mation and the rainfall data are shown first. HTRANS 
and QTRANS are the depth and discharge, respectively, 
at which the laminar flow equation and the ~1anning 
equation intersect. The next line shows MBT and NB. 
MBT is the index number in the temporary time-discharge 
storage vectors, QS(I), TS(I) where the hydrograph 
from the next element to be computed will be stored. 
NB(I) is the index number of the storage vector where 
the output from the element being computed is tempor-
arily stored. This location information is only re-
quired for debugging if program changes are made. The 
message "plane No. 1 processes" means that all compu-
tations have been completed for this element. Any 
unprogrammed stop would then be caused by problems 
associated with the next element. The printout of the 
geometric parameters allows one to check the accuracy 
of input data. 
The next several lines of output are optional and 
were printed by setting NPRINT = 2 in Card 6. A2(K), 
K = l, NK is the cross- sectional area in square feet 
at each node point of channel 2 at the time (T(I)(in 
seconds)). QL(I) is the lateral inflow rate in cubic 
feet per second/ft. If this print-out is requested 
for a plane, the depth in feet is given for each node 
point. This information i s normally not required but 
may be useful in special cases or if problems develop. 
The final hydrograph, the volume of rainfall in-
put and the volume of runoff are all printed auto-
matically. 
PROGRAM LISTING 
A complete listing of KINGEN 75 follows. A card 
deck of this'program i n 026 code can be obtained before 
December 31, 1978 for the cost of cards , duplication, 
and postage by wri ting to: 
Secretary, CSU Hydrology Papers 
Engineering Research Center 
Colorado State University Foothills Campus 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523 
REFERENCE 
Lane, Leonard J., D. A. Woolhiser, and V. M. Yevjevich. 
Influence of Simplifications in Watershed Geometry 
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80 TO Cl60 tlf>S h NOHITS 
160 Ol[oQI III 
orc•orc•.o•:JlJJ 
&o to no 
165 OI(•Ql fJ t i,O,.ll33 
I JC•OJ tU 
llO ·~JfE 11 111Rill t 2201 TJC I I •OI't •OJ C 
I F lhO•II 110•110 d 7S 
17S I P • I • I 
S UP4R:( Joll •$lJ)4H(M+FC• Il l l t Pl • TI C I , J • OJC 
180 CONtiNUE 
C • • • CONY(AI Tilt( INtO ~(CONOS ••o OISC"AAG( J~tO tU.fl. P(~ SEC , 
c 
c 
CALL CONY[AT C I I 
~O~RN 
l i!J rOAM& f 18&10J 
t'9o r oHtr• t C1t"~t.3alot 
l~S r OJ;U•• T t78H J. POI NT CII NC•lJ tl iiHO• JI HAS R[(fli AODEO 10 AUH o• Tt 
hO litti T Tllt.IO• ll • l f'I NJ 
200 F'OJI'MAT f 2 lH fP~PUl ~AlU(S• T IM[ttU. t iMA AlhFA.ll l 
205 FQAfi .AT (J5XtSrUS(CJ t U.lt~rtC I PH I t fA t4HICMI!oH~ l I 
21 0 fCRJol'..t l I)SI.t5Ht lll fHi t 12J.• SHCIP111 t J A. &HCCM/to~I""J) 
ZIS '0Niit A1 t I 'S.l t SHCI1HS I t l2li.•SI1C IP11J , Ja,8tH(ioli / MI H J J 
220 roiU•..A T f i U tf lO . Z t ~.t tf'HI . J , ~.II•' lO •' I 
(HO 
Sti8• 0'.ITJN£ I NSP(C INP[AO, J , .JLSTI 
(OH .. OH /GEOJo4/ ) li10i t ll flOJ t ::tUOl tN l UO I t AZ CZOI •'~'~ lNC 20J t N~ 120 1 tNP I 
UU t NI.JC20t t NC) tZOJ tNClUOi thCA~( ll! OI • lL.tt:loO t LHilOJ •A ilOJ • DU MilOI t 
2""PUOI 
(0Hf'ON ICNTiitL/ NldS tNO.,l • "'iT hilt: , ,..uH lTS •Nl\.( t CLt~~ot •Ot.l f •NLOftl ('0 l 
CC••u•Oh /tNrlll AL.Ii'OI t lllc'OI •C I CO I • Sf 120 I t)'otAA lc'O I • kOC I lUI 
CCJoii.,.OIM I(VLHT.I 1,t,...•H0•1.)J 110Q), tIC t 00) tllOW 11001 • 1081 100) t NO t ~Vto~M('4 
c 
C l .. 1. S SU8ROUTJP.,( INSPECT$ l"[ ~~~UT DATA f OR AHY OfiV I OUS (RRO'IS 
c 
J$Uiii A:•~M I -.SPrC 
r.o TO IIO'!> t liO • llS t llO ol SOelJDI• Nll[AO 
lOS Jr tt.lL( ,[O,ot ( Alt.. t.Siof011 CISUf,~ tft4ri .. (L(•OI 
IF ICLCN~!O. O,I CALL ('-'IP'ICN ()~IJHQ• I••I"'CI,.(N.OI 
lF ,, 1,..,£0, 0 . 1 (AI..L (WWvk l t~Utflhl,.u-4TP JN o 01 
J, I~A(S .tO. "I C.lLL (q~\Jk l l~U~*'t d o •I"'~RlS • Ot 
J f I:Of ll,(O. O. J C .. ll (ll'ftOA (J~IJiiR"• l• •"-OELT • Ol 
J f ( Jofll($. GT .41 CALL. ( PNOD ll~t..~tf • --t • •rt:~;"l($ tN~(SJ 
IF I N[L[ . G1 , 21H C.tc..l (AAQH II"Jo LJIIIIt•lt4H~f.ll•"-ilC: I 
Rll UAN 
1 10 I' 'N1U~f' , (0,01 CALL f~QOM C I ~U91h .. ~HN'I 111E • CI 
IF 'CHVNtTS .. £0 , 01 CALl [I.UcOq CISIJfllf t l t OMNJ..NJlS • OJ 
Jr 1 tc8PT • .-T. )) CALL (RofOR tiSIJtolt e J ••t'INOPI•MlPfl 
Jr «NlJM(,(iJ, l) C• Ll f,ARO~ ti5Ub "•.l•5t1"'11lMlt"'ll"'[ J 
I' U~UNJ T$ ,GT .2J CALL [~A~M t iSU81of , ) ,OrH'4UNll ~ t "''UNJ TS I 
~(1lJAN 
11 5> JF ( foilOG CN[l£1 ,.[O, OJ CALl CAROM I ISU8A e4 ,,.LOG t N[L£ ) tHE'L £) 
RtTUt:a'H 
120 J f U LC.JJ , lT . O. J CAll. CAAOR t1SV81tt2 t2~U\. t .JI 
J, t fi (JI,I,. l,O. J CALL f.ANO~ CI !:IU8R -.~ • lH'W• .Jt 
t r CSC.J I .[O. O. I CALL Eq"OA fJSV8Q•ZdttS t Jt 
I f 1Rli.J) .. £0,01 ) CALL (NAOA llSV811 • 2 • 2HAl • .Jl 
I f IW (.J).N( , O.I 60 f O \40 
J r ULI JJ , (Q. O, . ANO . J ,.IIt[ , J'-SH CAl L (~~OR fiSU81t ,6 e J t 0 1 
Jr UcCASE CJl . t.:O. OJ CJ I,.L (1-f~OA llSUAk t 2 t !I>MNCAS( •J) 
J f t._CAS[IJI . GT . )J CAll.. E.R~OR t1SU6R el • 5IHN(AS£ t JI 
GO TO U zs, lJO •I lSI • NCAS l CJI 
125 lf ClLIJJ.( O, O,J CALL flo••O~ I JSUI~•ZtlHll•J) 
I f cz• tJI.fO, O. t CALL ERJION 1l SU~*·2•2)'4"$t •JI 
Jr UIJI ,I,.T, O, I tALL [qAOfc IISU8A•2 t l~At JI 
50 to u s 
130 lJ 101AMIJJ . EO . O, I CALL ( HitOR Cl$-.;8R t 2 et...OJ-l"' •.Jl 
~0 1 0 .. , 
u s no• 5333 
140 Jf' txl (,JI , [ O, O, I C.tll ERilOct ll!tVQA,J,lHAL • JJ 
lF ( Na(S.E0. 2 ,ANO, Al1J) , [ W. O, I C&t:l (RAOA ClSuea . ~ , 2MAl tJI 
I ' 1N* ES. EQ., J ,&to.O, RZCJI.f0 . 0 , ) CAI:L EANCR tlSU8A t ~t"lHA2 •JJ 
I•S 11(1 UAN 
! SO JF t N0 ,£0 , 01 CALL. [AAOA IISUtlk•l• ltt~OtO) 
tC!t•t 
45 
00 I SS I•I•NO 
I ' tO IC)t,t4[.0, l JCIC.a l 
I f ITIII,e(O, O,.ANO .. I.H[ , lt Cl l:L (lltAOA tiSU8ft tlt2HTit U 
ISS CONllHU£ 
I f tiU[ , [Q, Ot CALL [RAOR CJSU8R e7tZMGlt4"RAJ Jrll l 
If t~OPT ,[Q, OI GO TO 16 5 
•uc.-t 
I~ 1110 , [0,01 CALL [IIAO• t ISUIOol oZ.,NOoOI 
DO U t l •l•HO 
If C008C I),p.;[ , O, J ~K• l 
I F' ITOBI( I,[ Q. O.,ANO,J,NE.Il CALL. (RAOA U SUBA t 8 • lHl08tl l 
IU CONlJNU( 
tr U(,[O. OJ CAll (RttO• CJS\,11Ut,7 ,JH001•6HOISCN'i t 
165 • truP.• 
170 I f l r • I NI JI , L( , O, OOO I I 6 0 tO 115 
lF U l.C.JI . tO . O. I C .. '-L ( lol f.l(l lof c i SU8f' • l t 2 1o4AL •JI 
IF t8CJI.((J ,O. I CAL\, t~lo!(.lk II~UIII• l• t "'- •.JI 
If ICC.JJ 4 (c,. .. o , t CALL [II~(IK II)UidA• Z• th(,JJ 
I f ('\ltAA I.JI.(~,j , O . I C• Ll [HOfUk I I !I.Uiitk• Z t•t1St'AJ t .JI 
175 R[ I UPH 
E• O 
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J NCA~(T t l&tl , ZL T ,J. t t Ot A "'T , A.L t •0 1 , C T • ST f t $HA.l T t~OC f tNPT I 
CD!o4H(IU lt~J I I,. I At,. I C' U} • EI £2 U I • C l i:O I .. s t 12"0 J . ~ttAl llOI t POC I ZO J 
C.OHfi' OW / {lfU,../ .CL 1?0 I • • ClOJ t 'liC'Ol ,RIIl01 •k't4~1JI , , MII tr.!C20J ,,..L Cir!OI t ~A( 
1201 •HU 1?0 I tPl( l C20 f • .,Cz CZOf •"'C&\liZU tll IZU J t lW tt'OJ • 41 201 t O U~o~~ CC'U • 
2NP t ~ l)l 
fii!UC U•NU T 
NUT•O 
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N.Ji h O 
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ltiiCZT• O 
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• LI IJ•ILT 
I L 1• · 1. 
WIJI .. f ., .... 
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S Tat. 
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ZL.1•0 . 
AIJhll ., ..... 
OIAfiiCl J•OU~T 
0 1&1111 • 0. 
RJ I II•RJT 
Rl f•O• 
IA2 11 J • RlT 
R2l•O. 
f~JII I I I•F,.JNT 
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l L tii • • LT 
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5 1T• O. 
S .. Al t I ) •SNAil 
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SY8AOUII~( t0NY[A1 C<(Y I 
COMMON /CHT~l/ ~REStNOPl t Nf ltolf. , ,..UNI TS • NELE • ClEH t Ot.l T tNL08 ClO I 
COfolii'ON I"G[O .. I" .ll 120) till 1~01 , :a c~O J t lll llOl e Al t 20J t f MIH tlU •Nol. nO I • NR ( 
! 2 01 tN"U 120 ) eNCJ 120 J t lo.C2 CZC.I ,,...CASE llOJ • lL tZO) •ZA CZOJ e AIZO J t OlAM CZO) t 
ZNPU OI 
COM,.ON / [ V[ NT I Tr 1NtNO t 0 1 C lUO I , T l 110 0 1 t OOB l lOO I t lOB t 100 1 tNOtSU,..ACM 
CQMttON /PLAN( l/ HI 4 50 I ut21SU I t OLIIOOI t AL.Ptt.&. f SO I t POwt R CSO t • T ll 00 I tO 
l C l 00) t hU8 () 001 .DX t 01, lifO[ I , h t£TA,IHUtOPA'i•N81lOJ t OS 1!1.00 I • Lt:NOtt..tNO 
2 $ tl(~Hl tL•O&..l (~0) • CtL2 f!tU 
CO~ .. OW /C"'A~I A. ll SO J , ll ISO) t 0\.48 f I 00 I tAU8 I I 00 I eCOJ • COZ • I • NI •NOO\,.. 
CQf'ljotQiol / IHfJL/ J l t 20J • 814201 t CCZOt t St UOI t S ttAII ZOi t AOCcZOJ 
GO 10 tlOS t UOit KfT 
~ K(T• I . .. CON~(~T JNPUI UNitS tO t M8S[ OP[RU U ON OT PAOGAU 
t 
~ lKIS OO~l iON CONV(AIS • LL liMEs 10 S[(0N0S o" El£NS TO ~[[lo&NO 
C Clll / .. 111 OA J N/HA TO Cu.rt , ISt.C •• • • ,.,, • • 
G 
c 
105 GO t O III Ooll 5 oiZO io NTJM[ 
llO F AC• l • 
GO IO 12 5 
liS f l(o60 , 
GO 10 IZS 
l ZO f AC• l 6 00 . 
lZS H l N•lr tN• , t C 
CEL f • DEL T• r AC 
00 I Jt I• I•ZO 
UO CC li•C IJI • ' ACibO. 
00 U 5 J c loJoiO 
• ••', :oJ, r ,,. 32oo. 
l l S ll fl t • Ttctt•I"I C 
t r I NOPT , [I),OI GO TO l • !J 
DO ht l •l oNO 
0 0 11 C J I•OilA It J .1• 1200 • 
140 TOft.tJ)-;J0811t • f AC 
C ME TIJ C CON•USION 
t 
l 4S GO to t ll5tlSOit NUN lTS 
I SO 00 ISS l•l•Hfl 
ISS ~I II I •QitJ I •2J. •2l 
l r t•C·PI,(Q,OI GJ lO Ill~ 
c 
0<1 160 l•l•lriO 
u o ooe c n •oC'sct, •zl.•zz 
165 Cl..llrri•CUN• l.2~11 
0 0 .,. 1•1·20 
l l fll • l LCJI•l . l!:ll 
!If ( I) ~tV II J • J . 181 
• «lhJ. (lJ • l . l-1 
Olf.N II h01Aotct I • l . 2111 
fill INC lId tc lNil I • 23 . 6il 
llO CCONTJPI.U[ 
llS R~l URN 
C 11Ct::Y•2· , CCNV[Itl \JNlTS 'IACIIC rOR CON'fhUlN1 OUlttuT 
c 
C CChY[ Il ·~~ CU.H.IS£C TO t • IHRo StCO"'IS TO OtSlREU UNITS ••••• 
c 
c 
110 GO 10 118S t UOtlt5 h "JTH11£ 
U S OJW•l • 
GO TO 200 
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GO TO 200 
19S OI Y• J •oo. 
2 U DO zo• l • l • NO 
TICU:fltJ J/0 ( ~ 
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IF INOPT ,[0.01 GO 10 21~ 
DO ZU l•l•HO 
TOWCii•T08Cii/DIV 
210 00810•008fi J•4 llOO. 
21S A~EII• O• 
DO 22t JKl tN[l.£ 
JIINlOG Cl) 
220 IIR( t•aM(A • UI..C • .n •• t . .UI 
00 2 2 5 J:ltNI 
ffll : lfii/Of'f' 
US OC l>•01Ji' 4 3200./lA[ l 
ACTUA• 
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SU8RnU1 INE PLANf IJJ 
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2St L[~l~ l•L • •)L I C~O I • 'lLZ C ':lo0 I 
CO !JilliON /Ck6N/ J t I ~01 t All '"' •QUiH I ~U • AU8110U J • CO l • CO?•~•-HI tNOCL 
C01f .. 0 " IIHf ILl AL 12C,I • Ill IC'U , (riO J t S I UOJ oSMAA. teO t , woe tc'OI 
(0.-,.,0N /I,.A•S/ l fUNI9 •"'V'"" '.lL.aM.l-l a ... t4TWAtf"io0tfil:olNS 
OIM(NSIQN J:lNI~Oh f.ltfiOOJ . 0Jf'l11)01 t "VC.I._,fl'lOJ 
o a t • i t.At:K/111 1 
C C&t,.CYliT( HUMfltA Of DlSl&NC( J~tCif(M(Nh t~•O &NO T"[ OtSTAH([ 






N.C .,f'Al l t 11~. •.at. IJI/CL(Nl , l.OJ 
H i~"*Ll .. l.tNp,J) GU TO 10) 
w~T{ CI•Aift•l~Oi 
SfO.,. 
lOS fJJ • l l. IJIICflOAflfrHO•l,l 
'"' l trr.. c • .H •FN IN C.ll/.0, 
00 I I f IC•l •""lli 
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ttU• t.o . 
OCJr • t, o 
U' I I I • Qt ll I 
liL.,•l Cl) • D(L T 
Rl CL I • Ul rll 
( lt[SLA'- CALCV1., &1[$ YALU!S 10 9[ Pl &C[O I N Tt1[ UII:.US AC..Pt'IA IIIIi I AlrolO 
C PO_.f.t OO, W(SLA-. ~[IUkN$ .. IT" 'O l.Vt:S FOA ATY~_. , P,UAtlt&lAMtANO 
C fiL A.,_ "rtiCtt aQ[ lP'!E At.~"" &~0 PO• £H YALU[S FOR A TURBV\..(Nf AND 
C ltt[ l,lo!•l f li!IIIR 0'9[A!,.&t.IO ' '-0• IIIOOIELS li( SP(CTI'f'(I.,T. 
( NGfS• I ..... AHNJflll; 
C kAt::S•l • .,tollHirrfiNG•t &•l .. l R 
C N~tS•l . • . CH(Z'f'•LAIIII INUc 
C NA[S:a4,, . CHElY 
c 
C CtrGoLA11 PLAC[5 lMf: &PP"O'• U f[ VIILES AlPEADY CAlCUI. Af(O IN' lii[SLAW 
( lh10 f "( AAI:tATS AI.,PMt. f"t ANO POw(JiiUU t tc.cl tfrf!IC 0[P["0[NT UPON 
C CJ!ll l [A fA 1"4~0\,.II(NG t1TAAH$ &NO OlflA"tS. lF tfl&G•O• ••ALPHA AN"O PQ11(11 
C .UUUYS ~ ILL 8( SASSED ON A TU8U\..£NT F LOW I'IOUEL, Jr lfLAG •l fHESE 






CALl • ESLtlf INA(StJ) 
P,_lNT 2&St ttTA&NSt(;lM4NS 
IF U'IIY(.II-01 ) U ,l2Stll5 
C OlH(A P~lHES ••t COOTNI8UIT1<5 - - CHtC• tO SU I' COAOlCT ~u IS '" 




fo1~•frii8(.JJJ .. l 
lf CNif.IJI , (O.Of CAll.. ( NFIOR t!IH,l,ANI£• 15•JJ,O I 
00 llt N•l • NJ 
,Jr COS C.,_•KNJ / • I..II . Gl .OIAAIICSJ J'l&~•O 
' ' cost"•.._ .. , I • IJI . 1..c ~ou.-NsJ Jrt.AG• l 
CAll. CHGI.. A- llfL&G•l rNIIf~l 
120 H\.18 fill t • COS f f1dtN) / ALPHA C 11 / ti CJt J •• t l, /PO• £A I 1 J I 
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........ b- l 
C•I.L (;H<ll, h IOtl t N;.(!. I 
00 130 ,..., J , "f.A 
" :Hit MI•O . 
llO CO~l t••Ul 
c Ct-cc• f() set tt: fhH~''"L t r~t lNCPf MfPIT l.t)OP '" f iHt «iMfO n.or,P t., 
C ~t h!lrl S l~l"i.SOO 11•. 0 ltOOJ ...... AV~G .,., , l \U._,( • l Al'ltlT~ 111.~( 
C (C..-P Al AAL£ tM•U1 ANl) l'll(kNIL ll,~ot£ ffi U4U T "'£ ·, .. t.Clt'l(l. 'f l . 
c 
c 
ll\ lilftl l •~ltiCf'•\1 
~ICL• l JaRflll 
Lfl.•G•O 
IF H (LJ , I.,£ ,TrtPIIJ GO TO t • O 
lr' CI Cl-li•.0001 .v[.Jf!Ni GO IQ UO 
t IU .. H1N 
l • O rr lltl).t,.l.11 t t<HI •.0001J GO 10 l • S 
J tl )2" 1 1 CICIIfJ 
C ( ALCVlAT( IN Jf l &l AIJUNC[O llM( DEP TH CH2 1111 U!.JNO ~UB ANO .A l l~( 
C lP~.:l(WPJ!, ATI QN. 
c 
h S l'l•Jf iX CfCt)tOCLll • l 
Hl C t I•"UII flll l • i ~l!8 lll'll •I J '"'"Vet OU I J • tIT U,.l-t0(l f •fLOAl CMT-1 I I J .10[l11 
c 
C· JJIIPLCT R£TU"~S • I Ht I..Ow(Q fiOlJ~O OEP TH li1ZU~ICI J ·- CP'1((1( TO ll'lotKE 
C $\.lA( CO~A[Cf LA.• {!; IN EF~"(C f -- (iALCl'lA Tf! IOU \.. DISCHARGE CCf'SJ 
C r~OM P l.&"'[ J lOA T lll'l( IHC .. ( H[ .. f I. • 
c 
c 




Jr 1rllltN CJI .GT . 0.00011 C &ll .I~C..I folra 1HltOTt i CLJ t FtF"CLI•OlZt ff •NIIt tt'4ll 
11 ) •h( • DEl f • AL IJ I • 811 Jl t C IJJ • SI C"'J • S M.- JC C.J) eNOC CJJ • .II 
If CNPIJI , [0 . 1) GO CO 155 
If cr•lN CJi . ~T . O . OOOll GO tO I~S 
PPhOl HtPI• I l ·~3200 , 
• Att£ CJ WIU fE. • 2 9 0 J I fl..l t PPT 
00 ) 50 J•l•NI( 
OIP~II t•I)Lll I l •• )lOO. 
ISO CONfl h U( 
irUll£ CI WR[T[ t 2 '951 t0 1P P'1(J l•l•l•NIO 
155 If 1l.N[ , 21 GO TO lo~ 
00 16t l(• ltNM: 
lr COLiZUol .CO.O. I OLl CIU•O. 
160 COt\I JNU[ 
16S tr IHlCli . Nt . O. > GO 10 1eS 
DO 170 K•)t NJI: 
IF" CQl2C f<I.LE . O,.AHO,.-.lC« I . L[•O•I OLt' ltC'I•O , 
170 CONT!hU( 
00 l 71 ••l t HK 
Jf IDLi UU. P{[ , O, I lfO TO liS 
lf' COllflti,NE . O. I GO TO 11'> 
IF IMI CI!C'I .1,£ . 0 . 1 GO TO liS 
115 COHITHU( 
CO 181 IC • l •NIC 
eo To 117f•l'6• l1••1fn HRES 
116 P0• £5r CIO •PLAM 
t LPMA UO • At.&!ool 
60 TO UO 
Ul POe £ A CIO •P TU'I8 
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1110 Hl HtJ c.O , 
., Ull i .Gt'.ftfiC:SI-.OOOU Kld-1 •1 
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115 1' U tU.l1.fJCI'CiiU•.OOOtJ GO TO U O 
ft8;; fC S •l 
I f tF"IIIJHI JI.L T •• 00001 1 Lfl.t~*l 
JtO CALL 1~'-'I.Cf HH< • JJ 
19$ CONI!hU( 
Ci IL I ~tAl."'"'' Ufltl • (Hl CtuC J ••PCwltl fh" l J •1f t .I) 
lf (llUIJ) .~f . 0) ~'1""l•SUNJ • I&l.Pt4A i l )•J121Jt ••PO'-(HCl) •ALPHA tli • H1fll 
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l(A:I"J ~r AC.Z• CP• O• D• S INC'Oil ... •PMI •O&OA/.tNGLZ0• ANE AlQ•PP41 J' tl. •ANGt,ZQ• 
tA-.:G\,211) 
l[Rtll•f'• Cl •PMI • Dfltl Y• ( U~Mll• J[RMit:Z) 
0 200ll•&l,Pt-4A C 11 • t 1'[Htoll•l[N.,.l:) 
Ol &&T J.• D• O• S lNl&.t J6o . 
r Jl• (1,/ 12 . •OTI t • ID&OU'II I I J • (1Hll JI •JHIIJJ J •Oi.OTHIZJ • U•THl C JPJ J) 1 • 1 
lOIM.EO • IDU •O~OT" «2 I • U-T~l CJJ • • Ill• •OtotEGAJ /Oat •OOOTH C 1 I • Clril C.JP1 1 - T 
l HI IJH 
OERF• C 1.1 U • • OU I • IOZACIT.I• o:- l t"'l H:~P1 I J •OAOTH 121 J • COteEGA/OlJ • 10200T 
lX•U·l~lCJJ J •0001 HCitl I 
SJN2 C~hSJN20 
COS I CJJ•cosro 
IIEt W~M 
EHO 
SU&AOWTINt J•PlUI ll•"•OtR" 
COM~Oiill /(HAN/ .61 I SO t tAl C 50 I t 0U8 f lOOt tAUttl l 001 t C01 t C02 • 8tNI tHOOL 
CCIJIIJIIQW /PLAN€ IJ Hll!:tOl • Hil t5 UI • 0\. ( l 00 J '4LPtoiA ISO I tPOw[~ 150 I , r 1100 J tO 
1 f Hit J t HUS I l 00 I t0At01 tlf.ll>[lt f H(TA t J NUt GR&VtHtll ~Oil • WS C~OO J tlf.HC.tl[NQ 
ZS t L[~Wlt L tOlliSOI t OI..ZI S OI 
OCO.trGT CAltA t Ul t 02t P t Pto~l t CI • At. • UIO~ I • • P MJ • IP• c PfJU •A•CICOt • OlJ) t 
N•O 
US .,l l G• O 
.J•lfrfO[,l 
If tJ .[O. O,.i.NO.OUII.JI.[O,O.J OUtt •• II•O. OOODOCil 
P•~O•tA Ill ...... -.... 
C•tOlltOI 
Ot.IMle 11• 8•2.. •JIC01 J •• O.~ 
OliHl• 10\.llol l•l J • COZ • tJ• COI 
f I•ALit .. .t. ll J •JI.• • •tOUM,t• •PIIill•OUII~t 
C CALCUlAT€ O(PIVAJIV[ OF' [RAttR r UH(lJOH COEAr J 
c 
c 
l)(fi~•OOOAr(T CAL'"' f 1 J tl t OUN 1 t 0UM2•P•PMI t(l 
C OU( Tt ti!ISICttA'IIOR OF T"'( [WROA' FUHC f iON HI 50 tt( CAS£5• 1"£ f"Ol. -





Jr IOUIIJ•II, f~,O. I GO to lit 
lF tOUIIJJIS,.c;f.,IJit..t-Ut ~~;'L.t•• t 
Jr I'Fl• G,(O, OI GO tO 110 
Jf ~O(Wf",LT.O .,ANO.r l,LI . I . t $0 TO liS 
110 NE fUJofill 
11$ .... , . ,., 
No• H• I 
I f hh(tf,Z') CALL (MJfON C6ttiMP.tU8 tiOt)OtOt 
54 10 lOS 
[~0 
S>ueilllawrr-.e: ao:> t..tJ 
CONfii ON 11 01 lW[•O•l'IMI T( 
C·Cioi.,_C iil /(MAJrt / -' l CSO) • Al 1511 t ~UI C UO J t i.t•8 C l 00 I t COltCOZ t I t Nt tHOQL 
C•O .. ,.O .. ICIWC/ 1hl l'U) • '"21~01t Sifrill t ISO I • SIHZ I'SO J e COS l CSOI•COS2 CSOJ, 
1\ %N 1.t. • SI Nh •COS I AtCOS.t& t1H\.!V c l 00 t . or &C,QF' AC• 0 
(()M .. ON /PlAN( 11 1'11 I')QI •1'12 I!'CtJ • Ol f t OOl t Al,.PHA 1')0 ) ., POW( A 1501 t T C lOOhQ 
1 C l 011 t P'IV8 t l t~O I • Oa • Of • I NO( .. • 1 "[ TA, I~UtGAAYt~B l ltl t, OS C S OO I •l.CNO•l.t:llrfO 
25 tl.(N"'J t l.. , c,H •. l l !tOt tCLliSO t 
CO.,•Oilf /GCON/ :Ill U! OI • • ClOt • S C 20 I • 1111 l l O, t Al12U ''" IN C lOt •ttL lltll ti'IIIA C 
U OJ •""UUO I •flit 1 tlO) tNCZ flU tNC&St U O t t ZL I ZO I • lH: f Z OJ tA C20 t t0l UU20 t t 
Z"'llOI 
t T~ JS • OUTIN( OOU hO t"TNGS I I IT Cl lCULU[S 1H[ UPP[R BOUNDARY 
C AQ[ ,I fO~ l foiPUT INlO lt'l( CHAfillfrr'f.l ~~'II•Jflllt( fOR CAS~S il'ri[R£ TM£AE JS A 
C [J TH(A l COHV(NGZhG PLAN[ OA CrtANfll[l. $ CONfRI8UY l t116 TO H•E VPPtA 
C 10\IPIIOART or C-tANN(L. J, •• zt IT .IOOS TOG(TH(A All I...A f[AAl INf'l.O• ,AOIII 
C AttY C8NtOIPUIING LUtNlL ~LA"'!$, 









NC:l T•NC) I.JI 
IIClhMtliJI 
00 us •••.•• 
115 .&Uit .. hl.l 
~ CH(CK , 00 CONTOII, tL(M(NIS l ! U~~f· fHD AND SfiOO tO lPPOCI', LOO~ 
c 
l it I,. UIUT,H( ,OI t O tO liS 
1,. (NOlT,tr.·[.OJ h(ttN• HCHtt• l 
l,. (NClT .w(.OI H(HH•HCHN•I 
1,. INC~N.U,OI GO tO ll~ 
tO TO CUI• U St t NCHfll 
C COIOWE.GINI ~LAN! lT UPPU fHO ~ £~AIIIIfl 
c 
tlS I" tNCi lT, H(.I . O ... NCZT . Nt:.OI CALL (AROit Cl"&OO• Ut J t O,J 
U' Cftlll CHUT I ,E:O.o t C ALL £AAOilll t3HA00• 15tHUT • o. ) 
ttU• .. 8CNUU 
00 llt N• ltNI 
MIIII•H•) 
eut tNI•QS C_.•MUI 
Ill CON11 NUE 
N8CfrrflJTI•O 
NUT•O 
GO 10 14$ 
so 
t 
C O•f CHlNNfl A I UPP(A tNO 
c 
US M• ..,lfJrrtClTtfiiiC1fl 
tr tHI INCJl·~Clll.[Q.Ot CALL (RROA llt-~A O[.'IIe l~tNC11•NCZl t0• 1 
00 ill He ) oN I 
t"'4•tr.j-) 
QUI CHJ • OS CMH•M I 
uo co•IJ•uc 
Nl f ~Cll•~otClf i •O 
.,ezra• 
' f!II CU • tr.C2:T 
flii(HN• I 
50 10 h S 
h O CHl HHlLS At UPPtA EHO 
115 ···~""'"' .., . .. ,. , .. (.,.)1 
Jr tfrr.II(N(. l TJ . F O.OI ( .tll [UR'OA fJHA[JO,IS•HCJT • O. t 
H 1Hi tHC2U.lCI.OI CALl.. f MkOQ t)HA00ti'SitNC2ftOei 
00 hi N• )•NI 
fiii 114~N·I 
I UIHNh0S«•l•fi4MJ • OS CM2•114•i 
l•o t O•fJ'Vf 
~.,_ tJ..C 1 TI •O 
trw!ChCJTJ•I 
NClh O 
NC J hr.!ClT 
k ( titr•• • 
GO. TO l • S 
c 
C CAI..CUL.AT[ N[([ $SUty UPP(R ROUND PAPA~o~(Y[~S--(1 J ,...(A t.Rt:AS OJt AfliGl.(~ 
C VALVES .tQ( SOL. V(O 'OR YY N(ttJONS IY(IU1 %0H .,(JHOO. 
c 
145 GO t o (150 tl '70olJ0) , '-CAS[CJJ 
t 
C TA.tP( l 010A1.. CA ~f ..... UPPER: 8CUHO AREA U.08l 
c 
l SI I' llLIJI,( O,OI "M(IUM• 
AVRtli •O . 
J[h0•15 
XS T• (eue 12) •e• ,COliALPM& C I J l •• 11 , /POWER Ill I 
00 16S ""•Z• NI 
I NO[lif~ 
I' IOUI!' I ,(O,O,I GO TO IU 
Jr I~.GT., 04000 1 1 GO TO ISS 
AUI CHU C COUP CNIIA:,.P" .t t 1) 1• tl. •COZ•CO~.ICO l ) •• « .~• fPO wER « l ~ - 1. ) J 1 
•• C l . IC.S • CI'OW(AC l ) •I , J i J 
10 10 IU 
ISS " UU . (O.O.I J S hO.OOI 
C• LL JT(A U U8 I N) •'••OC'l' A • J• PAUB t .lSl• 0.0001, J t.NO t J[stJ 
u:••l('t• l 
tr CUiit.(O.ll AV8Ch t•O, 
1r uro.Eo.31 Jf N• J 
Jr (J[I,(O.• t AV8fh )•O, 
I, t U:A.[Q .& ) lfA•l 
tr U UICN I.LT . O,OOOU AVI CNJ•t . 
I ST•AUI CHI 
00 TO C14S•ll~t190ti9S tllt lt l[A t•• •u• c-., ••· 
165 CCHTJ IIU( 
GO 10 lit 
c 




llO PJ • ACOSC•l.l 
O•OUMIJJ 
DF'AC•IOil, J •• t 1 .·1./POw(ftC J It 
O.,A.lU1LPMA C I) • Pl • O• C014 • ) ••POWEIU U 
U:NO•lO 
ISP•PIIS. 
lHUICL hO . 
00 l t l N•l • Nt 
INCitJ• N 
I F' IOU8lNI.[Q.O.I GO JO 17S 
t' COUlHilfJilO . ,GT. OUtfiH•lll I SP•S.•THUBCH•lJ 
I' USP.fO.O. t XSP•P ll~. 
" t OVII HI. O.J .G14U :I GO tO 20S 
O' ACafOU9 CNIIAI..PtU f I}) •• 11 , /POwf.A t ll t 
CAll lTCA CT HV" (lrlj t tF'f ,O£~r r ' 1HfHU8 • A5Pt 0 • 00~ , It. NO •l[ RJ 
l[:ll:•fflh 1 
Jr llrA,(O,ll THU8 1Nio0, 
lr CJ(A,fO,JI l(hl 
l r CUR.(0. 4 1 h«U8 1NI•O • 
1f CJ(R,[fJ. 4 J Jr.R• t 
If ffHU81...,1. lT.O,OO~J THU8 fJrrU • I. 
JSP•l~U· CHI 
GO TO f UO.ll~tUO.Jt5t 201 t, Ulit 
175 htUit CttJ • 0. 
Itt CONII • ut 
GO 10 lU 
ll!t ( AlL. ( PPO• 1lM&00t 10 t l(tr.O • I.J 
1•0 (At..l. ( Ptllj.tt l l "AOOtlltfrltOet 
US ( All.. f PAO• ll•UOOtll•"•O. i 
ZOI ( Al.l ( A•o• t)HI OOtU t ..l tl l 
l t' tllillt[ CI ~AITr•l~~~ J • OtWM.tltlrhOUIUH 
lit uo• •u 
~ ~~~~~ '~~t~~~~~~s 0~5 cg~!~!~~ti~==~s ON SJO(S .tHO >tHO to tOII•ttl 
c 
c 
215 ~RhN. I.{I 
t'ill. hli'LfJI 
t r Cfill• f ,lr!I[, OI tlilil'.t•NPA•l 
Jr ( t'ilt..f.H[ , OJ ,PA•HPA• l 
lF IN~l, fO, II GO TO Z•l •o lO tZZO·ZlOJ • HP&. 
~ ONE SlOE LUfAAL IHI'LOW ONL f 
lZO fiii•,.ICIIfl Ttt.~Pfl 
~: ~~:·::: ::~fi .. (O,O J CALL [RROA CJH•OO•l!.tNAT•Ht.l t i . J 
MM• N• I 
I l l HI • (Q$ ' "'"" 1111) J IAL I,Jt 
ll$ CONI INU( 
fii!PA•I 













hAT • NL 1 
GO l O 250 
ROT" 1.£rT Ah0 AIGHl LAl(AAI. INFLO• 
lJO MP& N8tNR:ll 
NL.• Irri8 Uilll 
tr 1~1 1,.Qlt .(0. 0) C.t.l.l CitRON I)HiOO tiS •N._T, O. I 
1' 1N8 tNll i .(O.O t CALL. (PRO~ Clt-t•OO •l~tNLT t O, I 
00 235 N=ltH f 
IIIM"'N-1 
IL INI • COS ( to16111•MA t • OS I M~•ML I lll l CJI 
235 COh fi•Vr 
H.PA •O 
fii8Utt..l h O 
NB ( '-'A: l l cN8CNL l) 
Nl T •O 
~fl'T WNlf 
80 10 2S O 
NO LATERAL JNrLO• 
2-'0 00 2 4' N• l t NI 
Ol,.CNt • O,D 
Z4S CONT JNU£ 
HCOL•l 
2~0 A(JUAM 
255 FO~illli.of tl/•lJ.•lZ:OtlH•J , / , S~ t 9HPJP£ NO. tl 2t1 5h 111IlH 0 1AM( TtP:oF'l .3 
1 •• 0" t'loA$ ( X(([CI£0 1 lS ' LOW CAPAC I?'¥' Of OMU ... tlP E: 1 ~ .S,/o !»A, l~I-IO·v[A, 
?lO• tCCUriA[O AT 11,.( S l(P •ll• lO" wJTH OU8 • t lPf l l 1 S t /l ltl lUClit• ) • 
llU 
l•O 
~\JEJPO"TI NE JI'IPLC T ft.J'( oll 
cc ... ,.t. ... 11 01 l r:>L• O•l • .. nc 
COt-'"0 "" / ( ... TAL/ NW:( ~ •HOllt T till r I~£ . NUN ll S t l.I(Lf t CLt .. •Ot l T tNLOO tZO) 
COMtoON t G! O• I .A:t.. llOl • • 1 ~0 1 . ~ t~o • ,;;t l c201 . 't2 tZOJ ,,.,.lN ClOJ •NL U OJ • N" C 
120l ••i\l l i CJ .-.Clt201 , NC2 1it:OJ t NCASE CZOJ • ZL 12 0 1, .tPtlO J t A. C20) • OI.Jt41l01 , 
1"P I Z0 J 
CQIWIIIIOk / ( V( ~ fl T'1N tNOtl.l t I l 00 I • Tl I 1Q 0 I t OOtH I 0 0 l t1 081l 0 0 I t HO • S IJMH( t4 
C0 1>41l'0 -., /PLaN~' l/ Mlt S fJ I .~to? ! 'lrJ 1 •01..1 !OUI t&LPHA 1 ~0 I t PUW£R ISO I, f ll UO J ,Q 
] l l 011 t HWU 100 I • DlltOl • 1"--DF At l t1lU ,&"'\,hGP AVt P415 Cl O I •QS I !:10 0 I ti,. [HOtl[NQ 
2 S t l.( 1 4WI •l • l'll ! t ~O I , t, L2 t 'l., I 
CO .. '~~OU /(MaPt/ ' l 1!.0 ) • AI 1 ~0 1 • QUil I 100 I ,,tJ_, t JOO I •COI•C02 •8 tNI•HOOL 
CQf'~l)lrrt /CI ... C/ T~ l f)OI t 1Hil~11t · ~ lHI f~O i t ). U,lt.,OJ • CO\ I 1)01 •COl? t)O I , 
l ~ lt.Ja t !t t ~.?At CO~UtCO'JCA t TM\1!:! I l O~IJ • 0 .. a C , t, J H . • O 
t t totHON /t.Ht~/ A l Uj.IH , p l U~f<' t AL A"• PLAM tHliUAN~.• (JfloiANS 
O rt ~._,l J~CIO(JtiM~t:~a ,J,..PC IN 
O.t t A ( PS• If'd') IO . OOV It ')O/ 
NIUt.t•NIIC;• l 
C CH(CIC TO $£[ IF PL.l~( Olf (H.t.NN[l 
c 
lr twfi i . [Q.OI GO J O l bO 
c , ...................................................................... . 
c 
C Pl. .t~r C. lo S( • .., AOVANCE: f )~-4( O(PfH I H.II IS $\)I., 'Vt;0 fMPl.J CIT\,.Y IY 
( Hf•TO .... S IT( !:tAfl\1 ( ,..( T t~UO t" lt ( A. ttOU IIN, , J JotPOC,. IS ht[ AOUTlNC 
C tt"" I CH CAL( Ullo l£S It•( F Ud t£. OH' FEMt.,..C( (CN~ U:t( O flY ITCH. "'OT£ 
C H• .U 1..,[ C('IHRt.C f Hf :)!St(.HC( \..l1tl IS C~O'S(H ~EFON£ t.~t,C" CAll. t O lffM 
c 
c 
00 15, J • l •""ICMil 
lND[hJ 
JPJ • J•I 
IShHZCJI 
lf llST. ( O. O. t .1S h1'4, CJ P l1 
t r CHI fJP t t . GT . 14UA,.,.fi, . Oiit .... lC.,U . Gt . HtMAHS J I'L A8 •0 
If CtHC .JP I J , L[.H 1CU , iS . OII , .. .(I.JJ • l t . HT_,,_,..SI l'lAGlll l 
C!.Al l CHGlA• I tFlloGt.JPl ,,_.toi'(SJ 
C ( kfCfC FOR N(G.t'ft'VE LAl ( P AL lNFt,.O'II t 1,. SO• C"[Cf( TO SEE Jf' tT 



















Qt[ShO~S• COL Zt .H • OL2tJP1 t 1•01 
IF COlESJ . GT . O. I GO JO lOS 
Ol£Sl•·OlUl 
I ' IOTn T . l.l .HIIJPII I GO JO lOS 
tfl t J Pl J !itO. 
GO TO I SS 
IF C.J-U llOt llOtl ZO 
1F CH2 0 h " l ClH 115 •1! 5 •120 
Kl f Z t •OT•CI..ZC V 
l t:fhl 
80 TO 12S 
C&l.l tf( A IHZ CJ PI I ' '"Z • O[Af'HZ • fttPOC, t.tST • • 0 0 001 • J[NOt J f Rt lO.O J tc•••E•·• 
MZCJ•ll•••.tAl CO. ,..,z CJ•l J l 
JINT(RPAE T fPROR rt. ~oG f'OA TOO MANY NEG. TR U I.. 'ULUtS AS CONV[AGENCf 
AT z too, O~I.Y POSS I8 LE DU. ING R£CU SI ON PERIOD OF HYOROGAAPH ANO 
•Jlf4 KINt..,ArtC S HOC« COHOrt I ON. 
I f CJ£R.N[.4 ) GO TO )40 
I f' COL2t..J) •0\,2C.JPl l . Gl .o. J GO l O 140 
If !JPI.LO.NKI GO 10 IJS 
00 130 •. JIIC•..JP l tl~K 
IF 1Hli..JU,GT.0.1 0 0 TOllS 
COWTIWE 
00 TO 140 
":Z I..JP1 I •O, 
00 lO IS~ 
00 1'0 O~S,215tl!I0,215 • 300I, l(R 
WZ C..JI)l h hl f.JP 1 J • Ol(S T 
• AilE CI~Ptt[ ,)IO J J 
0 0 lO l~S 





C CHECIC FOR TtP( OF C .. lo .. N(L 
c 
I&O 'GO JO ll6~o 2201o NCASCIII 
c 
c tlltaPEJOtD•t.. '"'Hr~tL ... soLvfloN roA •ova ... ct u-..r: AR£&U ZI. 
C StNC[ POUl(NE 1r llL ltiOI CO"-Y(A6( .&f l(RO ANO $INC[ TH( [PAOR FlAG 
C F ON 100 "IHY (.QCiJfrCt(O h(,,afJ't'( TRJ.aL YAl U( S I S ~tt WHf. N( VUI CON• 
C li[AG[NC[ Al 7£00 I ~ >llt .. •ICO• THI S (POOP TL• G IS O£C0GNI Zf0 AS 
C C(JhW(,I Ii(hC( &f l(DO. fOP NO LAT[A.tl lNtLO• ( A~(S CNOCL•ll: l /()10 
51 
C CCtfwr t C;tt.C( ~~ PO~' I RLt (I l " £ 111 fltrOt~l Nvt~~ C.I"' k(AC""(C, Tlo4( CMa tth( l 
C rPO• IIFJOY[ O.P OVfo' IJ.G f<ot( H[ C(!t~J ON P[ A f OO OF h t[ KT0" 0 GMAP"• 1F 
C L&l[J.I L I"'LO• OCCUJ.tS C~O'Jl • ll hi[N l fkO IS ONt,.t .,OSS Jftl [ ro~ 
c 
R[t(SS inN. 
U~ 00 ll\ ..J• lt"'KMl 
1w-.cr .... ., 
" Ph J •l 
I ShAZtJ• 
00 TO 117S tl7 0 I , ~OOL 
UO If IALIJPit ,(O.O.t l~!:cJ. 
U S CALl. rf£R U2L,II• l • •,."l• Ot tf,.l 2 ti"PCHAtlSJ,[PS•IlNO tU.Rt!OOO. J 
l f .. ILM• I 
" nro.ro .4> GO To ~~' 
IF U 2CJ , ]) . ( Q. O, ) GC TO 110 
lf flllCJil'll.lT.lPS I AliJPli•O, 
GO lO ZO~ 
.c C"EC• 1 0 S(( lr l£~0 VALU( IS 0U( TO PA[• RU• OfF PU IOO OR t o 


























DO U S JIC•J Pl tlt!IIC 
l' CA.lt.JKJ , Gl.O.I GO 1'0 ZOO 
CQJli,TfN\1£ 
10 TO C2 0S t1901 t HDOl. 
fiUJNO,F MAS ~OT R[ IICH(O ,J•l 




R£C£SS I ON ZERO WlLUE 
124.JP II•O, 
10 J O 2 1~ 
~0 TO CZI S •Z75t ~IO tliS•JOO i t IER 
Ali..J• ll • COl CLI • Ol. Cl • l1 J • . S• Ol 
IIAttr ClWRJT£t lZCII J 
co•n•ut 
RE11JAH 
C JACULAA CO•.lOUtl CAS( •- S OLUT (ON f OA £0W'A,.([ Tl .. t fHt T.a ANGt. ( 
IT"ll. NOl ( '"'"' 1tt('£ I S ~0 LA f[AAL Jfoi'LOW• SO T~t S&H[ CO,..CH TTO 
A•PL Y TO CONY[~GCNC[ ll ZLAO lS OI SCUSS[O ABOVE UHO(A lH[ U A•(ZO 
NO LATERAL lNFL(IW CA S£ , 
ZZO 00 270 J • l tNK"illl 
IND( l •J 
,JPh,J •I 
I F IHtZ f ..J)•TH1C ,,IJ•T Ml C.JPlJ.N[ , t,. l GO TO 230 
225 TH31.JP11•0. 
SJNh• O. 
SIHZ CJi aSJ ,...! .t. 
C05U• I, 
COSZ C..Jt•C0$ 1& 
60 TO 270 
UO CONT!NU( 
2 40 
AS P• li"12C JI 
ff U SP. [ Q,O .. l l SP•O. Ol 




lEi• J CI:t.l 
JF CTHZ I JPJ I .£O.O.J GO TO Z40 
lr fi£R• 4 1 Z60• 2U• l60 
CHECK lO $ [ ( If" Zt~O YlLU[ IS OU[ TO PR£•HUNOrr PU I OO OP I O AfCt~ 
, SIOM. 
THa t.JPI J•O, 
S l &l2 4 JI ~~:S J""t fH2 f.JIIl . ) 
COS2 I JI ... ~Ok f f I • • S '"~ C Jl •~ l Hl f..J) t 
SJNU• SS N C fHl IJP I J I? • I 
CO' l A•S!iNT ( li • •S J ,..1 &•SIN IA) 
00 10 HO 
JPl•J •I 
0 0 2~, J IC• J Pl t HK 
I• IIHII JIKI. GI.O.I GO JO U t 
CONTI•V£ 
ftP[-AUNOFI' l[AO V.&LLJ[ 
SIHl'CJiaO. 
COSli.J) •l. 
DO 2SO J.J•JP ltNK 
t~ZIJJJ•O . 
StNlt.J.JJ•O. 
COSlfJJ . • l. 
lSO COk TJ "'V( 
R(TURH 
C AEC[SS!ON ZERO VAI.U( 
c 
c 
255 l ttZC..JPU • O. 
SJIIIh• S IH ClMl l~JPlJ/2•, 
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Abstract: A parametric i nfiltration model is incorpor ated 
with a surface routing model , based upon a kinematic cascade 
of planes and channe l s to constitute a watershed model. 
Relations hips are developed t o compute fl ows by the kinematic 
approximation i n channels o f circular cross-section for rou t ing 
through storm drains. The infiltr ation code! is tested on some 
infiltromet e r experiment s ; u~del paraoeters are estinated from 
measured data and by co:paris~n to ~~ar~~:crt ~t:~s of soils used 
in a previous study. i •o ty;:es ~f i: .::-.. ,.cs : 3:ar ..:e :-clationships 
are consiJere~ : t !':e ::":.c:_. :·.::--:t.-:4 a:-. ..: :l :· :-: .: ~ i~h :-elat ionship 
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..::::~·- ~ , .a.:1..111e:: • .: ::: : :ltrat1on model is incorporated 
;~t-::'&:ot : ;:._: : :.4 ,.,; . ..iei. based upon a kinematic cascade 
;; ;.~~ ~ •~.: ;~::.e:~ ~3 .:onstitut e a watershed model. 
.i..t • . ~:. :c.J~ l ;r s :o : t .:c:-el.::;:eJ t o compute fl ows by the kinemati c 
Li: :-: • . .l:.l: ; .:::. ;:. ;;!' . .. :.:.ei s o f ci rcular cross-section for routing 
:~::~4~ s : c~ ~:3:~s . The lnfiltration model is tested on some 
~: :: : ::~:": "~e::~nts ; model parameters a re estimated from 
~•s-:t~ .:•:• ~.~ by ~ocparison to characteristics of soi l s used 
: .-. .. ;.:e. 1.:...;~ s : ;;.!y. Two types of flow resistance relationships 
&:e : .:·.,:.!ere:.!: t he Chc:y fo rmula and a friction relationship 
:~a: :s :~ttaally !acinar and then becomes turbulent (Chezy) 
.~,e £ trans1 t1on Re)~olds number. The watershed model is used 
: o cc~;;te dtschar&e from: a ) a 0.6 acre impervious experimental 
rainfail-runoff faci lity, b) a 27 acre experimental agricultural 
watershed, and c ) a 165 acre urban watershed . 
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Overland Flow, Rural, Storm Sewers, Urban 
Abstract: A parametric infil t ration model is incorporated 
with a surface routing model, based upon a kinematic cascade 
of planes and channels t o constitute a watershed model. 
Relationships are developed t o compute flows by the kinematic 
approximation in channels of circular cross-section for routing 
through storm drains. The infiltration model is tested on some 
infiltrometer experiments; model parameters are estimated from 
measured data and by compari son to characteristics of soil s used 
i n a previous study. Two types of fl ow resistance r elationships 
are considered: t he Chezy formula and a friction relationship 
that is initially laminar and then becomes turbulent (Chezy) 
above a transition Reynolds number. The water shed model is used 
to compute discharge from: a) a 0.6 acre impervious experimental 
rainfall -runoff facility, b) a 27 acre experimental agricultural 
watershed , and c) a 165 acre urban watershed . 
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Abstract: A parametric infiltration model is incorporated 
with a surface routing model , based upon a kinematic cascade 
of planes and channels to constitute a watershed model . 
Relationships are developed t o compute flows by the kinemat ic 
approximation in channels of circular cross-section for routing 
through storm drains. The infiltration model is tested on some 
infilt rometer experiments; model parameters are estimated from 
measured data and by comparison to char acteri stics of soils used 
in a previous study. Two types of flow r esistance relationships 
are considered : the Chezy formula and a friction relationship 
that i s initially laminar and t hen becomes turbulent (Chezy) 
above a transition Reynolds number. The watershed model is used 
to compute discharge froQ: a) a 0 . 6 acre impervious experi mental 
rainfall-runoff facility, b) a 27 acre experimental agricul tural 
watershed, and c) a 165 acre urban watershed. 
A computer program of a ~eral kinematic watershed model 
is described and documented. This program, called KINGEN 75 
may be used to predict hydrographs of individual storms for 
saall rural and urban watersheds , based on basin topography and 
field •easurements of infiltration parameters. 
Reference: Rovey, Edward W., David A. Wbolhiser and Roger E. 
Smith; Colorado State University, Hydrology Paper No. 
(July 1977), A Distributed Kinematic l~del of Upland Watersheds. 
A computer program of a ~eral kinematic watershed model 
is described and documented. This program, called KINGEN 75 
may be used to predict hydrographs of i ndividual storms for 
small rural and urban watersheds, based on basin topography and 
field measurements of infiltration parameters. 
Reference: Rovey, Edward W., David A. Woolhiser and Roger E. 
Smith; Colorado State University, Hydrology Paper No. 
(July 1977), A Distributed Kinematic l~del of Upland Watersheds. 
A computer program of a ~eral kinematic watershed model 
is described and documented. This program, called KINGEN 75 
IIIBY be used to predict hydrographs of indivi dua l storms for 
small rural and urban watersheds, based on bas in topography and 
field measurements of i nfiltration parameters. 
Reference: Rovey, Edward W., David A. Woolhiser and Roger E. 
Smith; Colorado State University, Hydrology Paper No. 
(July 1977). A Distributed Kinematic t~del of Upland Watenheds. 
A computer program of a ~eral ki nematic watershed model 
is described and documented . This program, called KINGEN 75 
may be used to predict hydrographs of individual storms for 
small rural and urban watersheds, based on basin topography and 
field measurements of infiltration parameters. 
Reference : Rovey, Edward W., David A. Woolhiser and Roger E. 
Smith ; Colorado State University, Hydrology Paper No. 
(July 1977), A Distributed Kinematic l~del of Upland Watet·sheds. 
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